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i’m not sure where the last 12 months have 
gone, but the 53rd eurovision song Contest is 
almost upon us and will soon be held in serbia.  
Despite recent political events that have taken 
place in the region, Belgrade 2008 promises to 
be bigger and better than ever with a record 
43 countries taking part in three amazing live 
shows.

Vision will be there to keep you updated with 
all the news and gossip on a regular basis and 
so, from 11th May 2008, don’t forget to visit 
the news Page at www.uk.ogae.net where  
Hassan Yusuf will let you know about everything 
that is happening in the serbian capital.

The United Kingdom will be represented by 
X-Factor runner-up, Andy Abraham, and i am 
sure you would want to join me in wishing 
him the very best of British luck.  We haven’t 
had the best of runs in recent years, but 
Andy is determined to do his utmost to lift the 
eurovision trophy for us all.

let the party begin!

Gordon Lewis

Eurovision CD’s 
… and much more!
For full list send IRC to:

Bea de Vrind
Van Boisotring 41
2722 AA Zoetermeer
The Netherlands

 Website: www.bearecords.com E-mail: bea@bearecords.nl
Tel: 00 31 79 34 31 518 Fax: 00 31 79 33 14 74
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EUROVISION
YouR DECISIoN 

With a new title and 
improved show,  

Hassan Yusuf reports on 
this year’s contest to find 
the UK’s sixth winner for 

Eurovision
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The omens were good. Usually 
on Making Your Mind Up day, 
queuing outside waiting to enter 

the studio was a cold, damp or wet affair.  
But this year a new name change 
to Eurovision - Your Decision 
brought out the sun!

After a break from 
White City it was 
back to the BBC 
Television Centre 
in Shepherds Bush.  
A smaller venue 
than last year, but 
being the BBC you 
can expect to receive 
high production 
values.  And it’s a 
credit to the Beeb that 
they’re still taking the 
contest seriously enough to air 
it on prime time Saturday evening, 
going up against the big guns  
on ITV.

Sir Terry Wogan was 
back again hosting 
this year ably 
aided by Claudia 
Winkleman (who 
did a superb job 
gliding proceedings 
along), alongside 
two judges; the 
ever popular John 
Barrowman (theatre 
and TV star) and Carrie 
Grant (vocal coach and 
previous ESC contestant).  There 
would be a different way of producing 
the winner this year; three categories 
featuring two sets of performers.  The 
judges would decide which of the two 
would go through to the next round, 
with the casting vote going to Sir Terry.  
The three finalists would be joined  
by a fourth act, the wildcard chosen  
by Sir Terry.  The public would then 

vote for their favourite.  The two 
acts achieving most votes would go  
back to a second public vote, from  
which a winner would emerge!  Whew!  

The British public have gained a 
reputation in recent years 

for picking the wrong 
song (as far as Europe 

is concerned), so this  
new process was 
designed to correct 
that fault.

First off it was 
LoveShy with “Mr 
Gorgeous”.  The two 
singers described 

their song as edgy 
pop about a ‘thick 

guy’.  It was definitely 
a lively performance,  

but bit of a kitsch overload with 
big busts and tanned hunks. 

LoveShy were up against 
The Revelations.  This three-

girl group was hoping 
their mix of European 

blood would bode 
them well.  Singing 
“It’s You”, it was 
a lively if nervous 
performance with 
a very catchy 

1960’s Motown style 
number.
The judges thought it 

was a tough decision to 
choose between the groups, 

but both chose The Revelations 
and also agreed that much work was 

needed on the vocals.  It was probably 
the right decision. 

The inexperience of all the girls 
showed.  Also lacking, perhaps, was 
some stage presence.  Looking back 
over the past few years of ESC winners 
there has been Sertab and her slave girls, 
Ruslana and her wielding bullwhip, 
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Lordi with their good looks and Marija 
with her ... well, you get the drift.

After a few highlights of past Song 
for Europe and Making Your Mind Up 
shows it was time for the battle 
between the ‘Maria’ and 
‘Joseph’ contenders.  Rob 
McVeigh was first to go 
– he was nicknamed 
Bob the Builder, the 
butch one, from ‘Any 
Dream Will Do’ (the 
search to play Joseph 
for ‘Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat’) singing 
“I Owe It All To You”.  
It’s been said that for 
the UK to win Eurovision 
again we need a powerful 
ballad.  This wasn’t a bad effort  
at all.

Then came the Romanian entrant from 
‘How Do You Solve A Problem Like  
Maria’ (the search for the lead role in ‘The 
Sound of Music’).  Simona Armstrong 
was famous for her accent,  
but this time it would be for 
her great appearance.  Her 
song, “Changes”, was a 
decent effort.  Hmmm, 
twelve points from 
Romania?  Can’t 
argue with that!  And 
the judges appear 
to have agreed by 
putting Simona 
through to the next 
round.

To get that real 
Eurovision feeling, it 
was time for Sir Terry to 
give out a few awards.  For the 
‘Best Lungs’ he decided it should go to 
Monica Aspelund (Finland 1977), and 
for the best costume – it just had to be 
Linda Wagenmakers of the Netherlands 

when two dancers appeared out of her 
dress!  These were apparently Sir Terry’s 
choices, but perhaps we know better.  
The BBC researchers did a great job!

Andy Abraham was next to 
sing and he would be up 

against Michelle Gayle.  
Andy is famous for 

coming second in the 
2006 X-Factor show.  
His album went 
platinum, so he was 
definitely the real 
deal and sang his 
own composition; 

an up-tempo 
number “Even If”.  

Andy’s professionalism 
certainly shone through, 

but he was up against 
another seasoned performer.  

Michelle Gayle, besides being a TV 
actor, had a string of hits some years 
ago.  Now she was back in full force with 
“Woo (You Make Me)”.  Again it had a 
1960s Motown feel to it, and by far the 

best stage act of the night with 
a fabulous blonde-wigged 

backing group.  It had 
everything going for 

it - a decent song, 
good performance 
and enough of 
stage act to make it 
memorable without 
being over the top.  
Even though both 

acts were equally 
placed, the judges put 

through Michelle.
It was time for Sir Terry 

to do his bit.  Clearly loving 
his new position of power (sitting 

on that throne-like chair was getting to 
him) it was time for him to reveal his 
wildcard.  Without much surprise he 
chose Andy Abraham.

Rob McVeigh

Simona Armstrong
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The first part of the show was over.  
Those in the studio spent the next  
50 minutes trying to predict the outcome 
of the vote - and thank goodness for 
mobile phones!  Those watching at 
home were obviously on tender-hooks 
and only had an episode of Casualty to 
entertain them.  Clearly the nation was 
praying for an act that wouldn’t need 
stitching up!

Back to part two of the contest, and 
the first round of televoting was over.  
Simona, The Revelations, Michelle and 
Andy all stood in line.  The first to make it 
through to the final was Andy Abraham!  
Sir Terry’s wildcard had worked.  Just 
one place left and it had to be Michelle 
Gayle.  So it seemed that the BBC had left 
the best till last.  It also rubbished 
Justin Hawkin’s theory last 
year that the reason he 
didn’t make it through 
with Beverley Knight 
was due to racism.  
After a reprise by 
both acts the phone 
lines were once 
again open.

But what was the 
UK up against this 
year?  Clips from a 
few countries were 
highlighted.  According 
to Sir Terry he expects the 
former Eastern Bloc to vote for 
the Estonian song, while he predicts 
Ireland will do a double and come last 
again with Dustin the Turkey (wishful 
thinking, perhaps, as the song suggests 
that Sir Terry wears a hair-piece).  Time 
will tell if these predictions come true, 
but Sir Terry is always amazed how 
Europe votes!

So, who was it to be?  Andy or 
Michelle?  But to give the viewers  
more time to vote it was a return to 
our former glory when the empire was 

great!  Yes – more ancient clips!  This 
time scenes of our previous victories.  
Interesting to note that since the 1960s 
the UK has won in each decade.  Only 
two years left!  It was fitting, therefore, 
that the show’s special guest was the 
UK’s last winner from 1997.  Singing 
a high-NRG-disco version of “Love 
Shine A Light”, it was Katrina (sans her 
Waves).  Still looking good, this modern-
take of her hit sounded great.

Just to make sure the BBC researchers 
had earned their crust it was time for a 
few more awards.  For most memorable 
use of a prop it was Cosmos from 
Latvia; for ‘I Didn’t Know She Did  
That’ – Celine Dion, who of course 
won for Switzerland before becoming 

a mega-star.  And finally for  
‘Way Out Dancing’ it 

had to be LT United of 
Lithuania.

Before the result was 
announced and with 
the lines closed Sir 
Terry asked the two 
judges who should 
be the winner.  They 
both chose Michelle.  

Time to announce the 
winner and in an effort 

not to repeat last year’s 
confusion, the name of 

the winning act was placed 
in an envelope.  When Sir Terry 

read out Andy Abraham’s name, Andy 
was just as shocked as probably many!  
Opinion seemed to be that Michelle 
would edge Andy out.

So Sir Terry’s wildcard was through.  
Hopefully he will be proved right, but as 
we’ve drawn the ‘Kiss of Death’ position 
in the draw to sing on the final (the 
second slot), he’ll have an excuse if we 
do badly again.  But let’s hope we can 
break that jinx while wishing Andy all 
the best of British luck in Belgrade! 

Michelle Gayle
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In a tense final, former  
X-Factor contestant  
Andy Abraham beat  
ex-EastEnder Michelle Gayle 
and the rest of the competitors 
of Eurovision – Your Decision, 
to earn the honour of being 
the UK’s representative at the 
2008 Eurovision Song Contest 
in Belgrade.  After his victory, 
Alasdair Rendall briefly  
caught up with the one-time bin 
man to see if the result  
had sunk in yet! 
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Alasdair Rendall: Firstly, many 
congratulations – how did you feel 
when Terry read out your name, you 
seemed genuinely stunned!
Andy Abraham: I was truly expecting 
Michelle’s name to be called out, 
that’s why I was looking at her to say 
congratulations.  And then when I heard 
my name called out I 
thought Terry must be 
on a wind-up!

AR: What was the 
atmosphere like out 
on stage?
AA: The atmosphere in 
the studio was electric, 
and the way my song 
was received blew me 
away, as I was really 
nervous about the 
reaction.

AR: In the first round, 
the judges picked 
out Michelle Gayle to 
move to the next round, leaving you 
to be a wildcard.  Did you worry this 
would harm your chances?
AA: I certainly thought I’d be going home 
early after the judges said Michelle’s 
song was more suited to the Eurovision 
than mine!  I actually thought the judges 
were wrong to say that my song was 
too good for Eurovision, because it’s 
all about original music.  Sooner or 
later great songs have to break through 
the novelty or cheese factor in the 
competition, and from what I’m hearing 
the voting nations take Eurovision very 
seriously and so should we.

AR: So how did you end up getting 
involved with the UK’s Eurovision 
selection process?
AA: Well, in the middle of recording 
my third album I got a call from the 

BBC asking me about entering.  After 
a few meetings and the fact the BBC 
loved my song “Even If”, plus the idea 
of representing my country appealed to 
me, I said okay.

AR: I guess you’ve got a busy couple 
of months ahead now?

AA: What’s in store for 
me between now and 
the big day?  I’ll be 
recording the rest of 
the album and going 
on a promotional tour 
around the UK and 
Europe for “Even If”.

AR: And are you 
confident about your 
chances of finally 
getting a good result 
for the UK?
AA: Well the UK 
believed, like I did, that 
“Even If” has all the 
ingredients to make an 

impact – it’s catchy, cool, soulful and 
fresh!

AR: Finally Andy, have you had 
a chance to hear some of the 
songs you’ll be up against over in 
Belgrade?
AA: To be honest I haven’t had a chance 
to listen to any of the other nations 
entries, but I’m sure they’re pulling out 
all the stops to make the right impact.

AR: Thanks for talking to Vision – and 
all the best in Serbia!
AA: I’d just like to say that I can’t wait to 
get over there and perform in front of so 
many people and meet so many singers 
and musicians.  There isn’t another 
competition like this in the world – and 
peace, love and respect to all your 
readers … and just enjoy the music! v



  Song	 Performer	 	 	
MONTENEGRO		 “Ne	Daj	Mi	Da	Poludim”	 Stefan	Filipovic
ISRAEL	 “Ke’ilo	Kan”	 Boaz	Mauda	
ESTONIA	 “Leto	Svet”		 Kreisiraadio
MOLDOVA		 “A	Century	Of	Love”		 Geta	Burlacu
SAN	MARINO	 “Complice”	 Miodio
BELGIUM	 “O	Julissi	Na	Jalini”	 Ishtar
AZERBAIJAN	 “Day	After	Day”			 Elnur	&	Samir	
SLOVENIA	 “Vrag	Naj	Vzame”		 Rebeka	Dremelj
NORWAY	 “Hold	On,	Be	Strong”	 Maria	
POLAND		 “For	Life”	 Isis	Gee
IRELAND		 “Irelande	Douze	Points”	 Dustin	the	Turkey
ANDORRA	 “Casanova”		 Gisela
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA	 “Pokusaj”	 Laka	feat.	Mirela
ARMENIA	 “Qele	Qele”	 Sirusho
NETHERLANDS	 “Your	Heart	Belongs	To	Me”	 Hind
FINLAND		 “Missä	Miehet	Ratsastaa”	 Teräsbetoni
ROMANIA		 “Pe-o	Margine	De	Lume”	 Nico	&	Vlad
RUSSIA		 “Believe”	 Dima	Bilan
GREECE		 “Secret	Combination”	 Kalomoira

 Song	 Performer	 	
ICELAND		 “This	Is	My	Life”	 Eurobandið
SWEDEN		 “Hero”	 Charlotte	Perrelli
TURKEY	 “Deli”	 Mor	ve	Ötesi
UKRAINE		 “Shady	Lady”	 Ani	Lorak
LITHUANIA		 “Nomads	In	The	Night”		 Jeronimas	Milius
ALBANIA	 “Zemrën	E	Lamë	Peng”		 Olta	Boka	
SWITZERLAND	 “Era	Stupendo”		 Paolo	Meneguzzi
CZECH	REPUBLIC		 “Have	Some	Fun”	 Tereza	Kerndlová
BELARUS	 “Hasta	La	Vista”		 Ruslan	Alehno	
LATVIA	 “Wolves	Of	The	Sea”	 Pirates	Of	The	Sea
CROATIA		 “Romanca”	 Kraljevi	Ulice	&	75	Cents
BULGARIA		 “DJ,	Take	Me	Away”	 Deep	Zone	&	Balthazar
DENMARK		 “All	Night	Long”	 Simon	Mathew
GEORGIA		 “Peace	Will	Come”	 Diana	Gurtskaya	
HUNGARY		 “Candlelight”		 Csézy
MALTA		 “Vodka”		 Morena	
CYPRUS	 “Femme	Fatale”		 Evdokia	Kadi	
FYR	MACEDONIA		 “Let	Me	Love	You”		 Tamara	feat.	Vrcak	&	Adrian
PORTUGAL		 “Senhora	Do	Mar	(Negras	Águas)”		 Vânia	Fernandes
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The	53rd	Eurovision	Song	Contest
Belgrade	–	Serbia

Presented	by	Jovana Jankovic	and	Zeljko Joksimovic
Reviews	by	Gordon Lewis

	1st	Semi-Final	 20th May 2008

	2nd	Semi-Final	 22nd May 2008



   Song	 Performer	

Qualifier

UNITED	KINGDOM	 “Even	If”	 Andy	Abraham

Qualifier

GERMANY	 “Disappear”	 No	Angels

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

Qualifier

FRANCE	 “Divine”	 Sébastien	Tellier	

Qualifier

Qualifier

SPAIN	 “Baila	El	Chiki	Chiki”	 Rodolfo	Chikilicuatre	

SERBIA	 “Oro”		 Jelena	Tomaševic

Qualifier

Qualifier
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		Eurovision	Song	Contest	 24th May 2008



 Song	 Performer	 result
“Zemrën E Lamë Peng” Olta Boka  69 points
“Jeta Kërkon Dashuri”  Flaka Krelani & Doruntina Disha 57 points
“Një Qiell Të Ri”  Juliana Pasha  54 points
“S’ka Fajtor Në Dashuri”  Jonida Maliqi  36 points
“Nën Një Qiell”  Mira Konçi & Redon Makashi  35 points
“Kjo Botë Merr Frymë Nga Dashuria” Manjola Nallbani  27 points
“Pse U Harrua Dashuria”  Samanta Karavello  23 points
“Natën Të Kërkove”  Greta Koci  22 points
“Mall I Tretur”  Mariza Ikonomi  20 points
“E Para Letër”  Eneda Tarifa 11 points 
“Dhoma”  Kthjellu  9 points
“Kujt I Them Të Dua” Agim Poshka  8 points
“Po Lind Një Yll”  Rosela Gjylbegu  8 points
“Qyteti I Dashurisë” Teuta Kurti 5 points
“30 Sekonda”  Produkt 28 3 points
“Tatuazh Në kujtesë” Kozma Dushi  1 point
“Endacaku”  Devis Xherahu  0 points
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		Festivali	I	Kenges	 16th December 2007

ALBANIA
Title: “Zemrën E Lamë Peng” 
Translation: “We Let Our Hearts 
Stumble”
Performer: Olta Boka 
Songwriters: Pandi Laco/Adrian Hila

Once again Albania became the first 
country to choose their Eurovision entry, 
with a series of live shows broadcast 
towards the end of 2007.  Two semi-finals 
were held on 14th and 15th December, 
culminating in the established Festivali 
I Kenges choosing the overall winner 
on a third successive day.  An expert 
jury, who had previously decided 
which songs should qualify from the 
semi-finals, selected a haunting ballad 
expertly performed by Olta Boka for the 
international stage.  However, within 
hours of the result being announced 
an inquiry was launched by Albanian 
Television into the possibility that two jury members had deliberated voted against 
the pre-final favourite which came second.  The inquiry has so far failed to prove any 
irregularities and Olta will represent her country with a song from the team behind 
the 2005 and 2007 entries from Albania.  It is also understood that the song will be 
performed in Albanian.



 Song	 Performer
“Veç Dashurinë” Ada Gurra
“Mos Thuaj Jo”  Adela Bezhani
“Testament Dashurie” Ani Cuedari & Mateus Frroku 
“Mall”  Arbër Arapi
“Di Të Jetoj”  Besiana Mehmeti
“Zgjohem Nga Heshtja”  Blerina Shalari
“Drita E Hënës” Evans Rama 
“K’të Natë Te Ty” Joe Artid Fejzo & Alesio 
“Përjetësisht”  Rovena Dilo
“Ninullë Për Ty” Saimir Çili
“Një Natë Për Mua”  Vesa Luma 

“Pse Humbe Dashurinë” Voltan Prodani 

ANDORRA
Title: “Casanova”
Performer: Gisela 
Songwriter: Jordi Cubino

Andorra has appointed a popular Spanish 
singer who first found fame in the 2002 
edition of Operacion Triunfo which was 
won by Rosa and the infectious “Europe’s 
Living A Celebration”.  Since then 
Gisela, who provided backing vocals for 
Rosa in Tallinn, has established herself 
on the Iberian music circuit, releasing 
three albums and winning the 2003 Viña 
del Mar festival in Chile.  After weeks of rumours and public opposition to RTVA’s 
decision to appoint their next Eurovision entry, Gisela was finally confirmed at a 
special press conference held on 10th December 2007, while the song was announced 
a few days later.  Although Andorra has so far failed in reaching the Eurovision final, 
Anonymous gained the small country’s highest score in 2007 and Gisela is hoping to 
do even better with “Casanova”.
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  Non-qualifiers

ARMENIA
Song: “Qele Qele”
Translation: “Come”
Performer: Sirusho 
Songwriters: H A Der-Hovagimian/
Sirusho

A general election that resulted in civil 
unrest on the streets of Armenia led to 
the national final being moved from the 
Concert Hall in Yerevan to the safety of 



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 Position	
“Day After Day”   Elnur Guseynov feat. Samir Javadzadeh             1st 
“If You’re Never Back”    Elnur Guseynov 
“Swear That You Will Stay”  Aynur
“Rhythm Of Fire”   Aynur
“Lalala”    Unformal
“Little Muse”    Unformal
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a nearby television studio.  Having been 
appointed by Armenian Television, 
popular singer Sirusho performed four 
songs from which the public was able to 
select their favourite by SMS.  Although 
the full results have not been revealed, 
the uptempo and ethnic sounding 
“Qele Qele” was confirmed as the third 
Eurovision entry to represent Armenia.

 Song	 																			Position		

“Qele Qele”    1st 

“I Can’t Control It”

“I Still Breathe”

“Strong”

	Armenian	National	Final	
	8th March 2008

AZERBAIJAN
Title: “Day After Day”
Performer: Elnur & Samir
Songwriters: Govehr Hasanzadeh/Zahra Badalbeyli

Marking their debut on the Eurovision stage, Azerbaijan hosted a spectacular 
final with lots of press coverage across Europe.  With special guest appearances 
from Sertab, Ruslana and Marija Serifovic, the national television company even 
advertised the show as “the Eurovision Song Contest on a miniature scale”!  Three 
acts each performed two songs, with a 15-person jury deciding that Elnur Guseynov 
had displayed the performance ability required for the international stage.  Elnur 
was then provided with the opportunity to choose which of his two songs he should 
take two Belgrade.  He could also nominate a different song, but decided that “Day 
After Day” would be the best choice for Azerbaijan.  However, controversy soon 
arose when he refused to travel without his close friend, Samir Javadzadeh, who had 
featured in the original performance.  After several meetings with television officials, 
it was eventually agreed that both singers could represent their country with what is 
likely to be considered as a rather unusual and somewhat extrovert performance.  

		Azeri	National	Final	 2nd February 2008



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Hasta La Vista”    Ruslan Alekhno         1st 
“I Can Live Without You”    Gunesh
“Do You Believe”   Litesound
“Devochka Tryohtysachnih”   Po Glazam

BELARUS
Title: “Hasta La Vista”
Translation: “Goodbye”
Performer: Ruslan Alehno
Songwriters: Taras Demchuk/Eleonora Melnik

Belarus held a semi-final on 21st December 2007 from which televoters chose one 
song and a jury selected a further three for the final that was broadcast one month 
later from the Sports Palace in Minsk.  A further jury, agreeing with the televoters 
who had previously selected the Spanish titled “Hasta La Vista”, then announced 
the eventual winner without reference to the position of the remaining three songs.  
An uptempo pop song, Ruslan Alehno, who won the 2004 Russian Pop Idol contest, 
could bring Belarus their best ever result and, following a Junior win last December, 
could even provide the eastern European country with its second Eurovision victory 
within six months!    
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		Belarus	National	Final	 21st January 2008

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 		 	 	
“My Budem Pervye”    Anna & German
“Silver Sky”    Dali
“Follow Me”   Katrin
“That’s All I Feel”   Lena Voloshina
“Vsegda Odna”   Oksana Kovalevskaya
“Kola Mlyna”    Palac
“You Can”    Pincode
“Everybody”    Skandal
“Drive Me Crazy”    The Champions
“Baby Blue”   Victor Pshenichniy
“Maybe”    Yuliya Guseva

  Non-qualifiers

BELGIUM
Song: “O Julissi Na Jalini”
Translation: Unavailable
Performer: Ishtar
Songwriter : Michel Vangheluwe

Four quarter-finals preceded two semi-finals which, in turn, chose the five songs that 
would take part in the 2008 Belgian Eurovision final.  Televoters were then given the 
opportunity to decide which song should represent them. They surprisingly chose 
Ishtar and their imaginary language song, “O Julisi Na Jalini” with its medieval 



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 		 	
“Lonely Hearts On A Butterfly Mind 
Wheels” 
“I’m Not Sorry”  Di Bono 
“Your Guiding Star”  E.F.R.
“Around The World”  Elisa 
“My Music”  Ellis-T
“Game Over”  Esther
“We Breathe”  Eva Darche
“Decadence”  Femme Fatale
“Vagabundo”  Francesco Palmeri
“Wheel Of Time”  Geena Lisa 
“Magical Sensation”  Katy Satyn
“Breaking All The Rules”  Kenza
“Shut Down The  Raeven 
Heat Machine”
“Rumour Has It”  Tabitha Cycon 
“Addicted To You”  Tanja Dexters

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“O Julisi Na Jalini”   Ishtar        1st
“I Feel The Same Way”   Sandrine      2nd
“Shout It Out”   Paranoiacs     3rd
“What I Like About You”    Brahim        4th
“If I Can’t Find My Love”    Nelson        5th

EUROVISION	2008	FINALISTS

influences and simplistic appeal.  This will be the second time that the Belgium entry 
has been performed in a fictitious language; the other occasion being in 2003 when 
Urban Trad came second with “Sanomi”.  Ishtar is made up of Soetkin Baptist, Michel 
Vangheluwe and siblings Ann, Marleen, Els and Hans Vandaele.

		Belgium	National	Final	 9th March 2008

  Non-qualifiers

BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA
Title: “Pokusaj”
Translation: “Try It”
Performer: Laka feat. Mirela
Songwriter: Elvir Lakovic Laka

Having been appointed to represent 
Bosnia Herzegovina during the second 
half of 2007, alternative rock star Laka 
finally presented his song to the public 
as part of a special show broadcast on 3rd March 2008.  A somewhat over the top 
performance is likely to feature when Laka and his sister, Mirela, take the stage in 
Belgrade but, after two strong ballads in 2006 and 2007, it seems unlikely that Bosnia 
Herzegovina will capture public attention with their latest offering.  However, Laka’s 
popularity across the Balkans could secure him sufficient votes to at least qualify.
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 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	
“Dance With Me”    Ivelina Kolaksazova & Popcorn
“Pandemonium”    Svetozar Hristov
“Full Of Love”    Dean Dobrev aka Di-Do
“Love Is Not A Game”    Mariya Bachvarova feat. Van 
“Moonlight”    Mariyana
“Do You Love Me”    Sunnie
“Lonely World”    Svetozar Hristov & Magdalena Dzhanavarova
“Almost Perfect”    Katina

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“DJ, Take Me Away”    Deep Zone & Balthazar     15.37% 
“Sogno”    Georgi Hristov & Gianni Fiorelino     15.27%
“Po-dobre”    Nikolai Manolov     12.98% 
“Svetlinata I Mraka”    Dani Milev      11.54%
“Tired Soul”    Svetozar Hristov & Vladi Dimov     11.26%
“Ne Izchezvay”    Nevena Tsoneva     9.63% 
“Strong”    Desi Dobreva      9.60% 
“Obeshtay Mi”    Simona Sivanio     2.33%
“Should’ve Been The One”    Ivailo Kolev      3.76%
“Running Scared”     New Generation     3.14%
“You Are Magic”    Ivan & Stani      3.06%
“Tazi Vecer”    Te & Preslava Peycheva     2.06%
“Sombero”	 	 	 Stoian	Roianov	–	YaYa	 	 	 	 Disqualified

BULGARIA
Title: ““DJ, Take Me Away”
Performer: Deep Zone & Balthazar
Songwriter: Dian Savov

Bulgaria excelled with their 2007 entry 
and was determined to do even better 12 
months later.  Starting last October, no 
less than nine quarter-finals were held 
ahead of a semi-final broadcast on 26th 
January 2008.  The penultimate show 
selected nine songs, one of which was 
disqualified but subsequently replaced, 
that went on to join three wildcards 
already appointed by Bulgarian National 
Television.  A total of 12 songs were 
then performed to the public who, by a 
narrow televote margin, selected “DJ, Take Me Away” with its unusual electronic 
reggae style to become Bulgaria’s fourth Eurovision entry. 
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		Bulgarian	National	Final	 23rd February 2008

  Non-qualifiers (Semi-Final)



 Song	 Performer	 	 		 	 	
“Memory”    Angels
“Ne Viarvai”    Begacha 
“Come With Me”    Big Mama Scandal 
“Malki Chudesa”     Black Rose 
“Tezhka Vecher”     Bobi Kokera, Bleki and  
    Raya
“Za Teb”   Borqna
“Kalino Mome!”    Christina Pipova & Ivo  
    Naumov
“Confession”    Dennis Mahmud
“Koj Sam Az”    Dimitar Atanasov
“Libe”    Dobromir Peev 
“Nyakoi Den”    Gergana Koeva 
“Smelly King-Size Bed”    Guava Jelly 
“Ostani”    Hristo Todorov 
“Unischozhavascha Ljubov”    Iliyana Yordanova
“Byagstva”    Intsident 
“Vei, Povei”   Instinkt 
“Tseluni Noshtta”    Katrin 
“Edin Zhivot”    Konkurent 
“Iskam Tvoite Usmivki”     Krasimira Slavova 
“Don’t Leave Me”    Kristina & Elena Georgieva 
“Dosega”   Lora Vladova 

 Song	 Performer	 	
“Sweet Love”    Lora Vladova 
“Paradoks Remiks”     Lorado 
“Ne Me Boli”    Margarita Hranova 
“Viarvam”    Mario Denev 
“Ot Zvezdite”    Monika Goranova 
“Bring Me Back My Freedom”   Monika Kirovska 
“Chocolate Girl”    Motel 
“The Sweetest Kiss”    Nadezhda Manova 
“Vazduh I Voda”     Nikolai Mihailov 
“Zabraven Plazh”     Pavel Mihov 
“Dalechni Svyat”   Plamen Penev
“Zvezdi”    Reni Zareva, Bilyana  
    Ivanova & Ioana Hristova
“Samo Teb Obicham”     Sky 
“Zvezden Mig”     Stoyan Chingov 
“Den”    Tatyana Velikova 
“Strannitsi V Noshtta”    Terry Angel 
“Byagam”   Tihomir Nikolov 
“Dali E Znak”     Tiramisu 
“Euro Train”    Tsetso Vladkov & Stetson 
“Vint”   Vint
“Na Son”     X-R@y 
“Planeta Bez Bydesche”    Zhivko Ivanov
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 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Romanca”    Kraljevi Ulice & 75 Cents     31 points
“Gdje Je Srce Tu Je Dom”   Antonija Šola     31 points
“Sanjam”    Ivo Gamulin Gianni     25 points
“Tvoje Oko Ka’ More Duboko”   Bonaca & Nera     24 points
“Lako Zaljubljiva”    Maja Šuput      22 points
“Andjeo”    Emilija Kokic     20 points
“Vila” *    Prva Liga & Druge     20 points
“Amor” *    Tamara Obrovac      20 points
“Mir” *    Ivana Banfic      16 points
“Otvori Mi Oci” *    Pero Galic       15 points
“Plava Vještica” *    Giuliano feat. Viva     14 points
“Zažmirim I Putujem” *    Dye & The Colors      12 points
“Mirno Spava Kosa Plava” *   Alen Islamovic      11 points
“Zvala Sam Ga Andjele” *    Maja Blagdan     9 points
“Ležim N Suncu” *    Hari Roncevic     6 points

		Dora	 23rd February 2008

  Non-qualifiers (Quarter-Finals)	

CROATIA
Title: “Romanca”
Translation: “Romance”
Performer: Kraljevi Ulice & 75 Cents
Songwriter: Miran Hadži Veljković

Held in two stages on 22nd and 23rd February 2008, the Dora semi-final selected 
six songs to join the nine (*) that had already internally qualified for the main show.  



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 		 	
“Ja San Umra Za Ljubav” Ðani Stipanicev 
“Dotakni Zvijezdu”    Danijela Pintaric 
“Iskoci Sa Mnom Iz    Ibrica Jusic 
Jureceg Vlaka” 
“Kakav Tužan Kraj”    Ivana Radovnikovic 
“Idi Ledja Mi Okreni”    Martina 
“Ne Razumijemo Se”    Mor Roll 
“Kaži Mi”    Vlatka Grakalic 
“Za Tobom Luda”    Zorica Kondža

  Non-qualifiers

CYPRUS
Title: “Femme Fatale”
Translation: “Fatal Woman”
Performer: Evdokia Kadi
Songwriters: Nikos Evangelou/
Vangelis Evangelou

Returning to a national final, anticipation 
was high when the Cypriot selection 
took place on 12th January 2008.  Among 
the line up was none other than Marlain 
Angelidou, who represented her island 
nation in 1999 and was hoping for a 
second chance at gaining an elusive first 
victory for Cyprus.  The jurors agreed, 
but with their votes only accounting for 
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After all 15 songs had been performed, 
an expert jury joined Croatian televoters 
in deciding which song should represent 
them in neighbouring Serbia.  When all 
votes had been counted, it transpired 
that two songs had tied for first place 
but, as Kraljevi Ulice & 75 Cents had 
gained maximum jury votes, it was 
decided that they would be awarded the 
Dora Grand Prix for 2008.  “Romanca” 
is an unusual choice for Eurovision, 
combining elements of Croatian and 
French folk music with an introduction 
that is not dissimilar to the 1956 German 
entry, “Im Wartesaal Zum Großen 
Glück” by Walter Andreas Schwarz.  
One of the singers is also old enough to 
have competed in 1956!



 Song	 Performer	 Position	
“Have Some Fun” Tereza Kerndlová  1st
“Józef, Mój Kochany” Cechomor
“Holiday” Daniel Nekonecný 
“Benga Beating” Gipsy.cz
“Partir Et Revenir” Iva Frühlingová
“Don’t Leave Me” L.B.P.
“Another Chance”  Le Monde
“Pick A Star”  Sámer Issa 
“Další Den Prijde” Temperamento
“Two Sides” Toxique

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Femme Fatale”    Evdokia Kadi     104 points
“I Can’t Be”   Nikolas Metaxas     100 points
“Rejection”   Marlain Angelidou     84 points
“Turning To You”   Myria Pampori & Alexis Manison     56 points
“This Can’t Be Love”   Sofia Strati      54 points
“Butterfly”   Nikolas Metaxas     54 points
“Calling You”   Constantinos Andronikou     34 points
“Moments Of Madness”   Eleni Skarpari     34 points
“Rescue Me”   Myrto Meletiou     32 points
“Sugar Mountain”   Elizabeth Anastasiou     28 points
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40% of the final score it was left to the televoters to ignore the pre-contest favourite 
and choose club singer Evdokia Kadi instead.  Despite its French title, “Femme 
Fatale” is performed in Greek and is clearly influenced by traditional Mediterranean 
sounds.

		Cypriot	Final	 12th January 2008

CZECH REPUBLIC
Title: “Have Some Fun”
Performer: Tereza Kerndlová
Songwriters: Stano Simor/Gordon Pogoda

Following a disappointing debut in 2007 that saw Kabat scoring just one point in the 
semi-final, the Czech Republic was anxious not to repeat their Eurovision failure by 
staging an impressive national selection on 26th January 2008.  Viewers were invited 
to submit their votes by SMS in order to choose the second Czech entry for the 
international stage.  Although the full results do not appear to have been made public, 
it is understood that 21-year-old Tereza Kerndlová scored a convincing victory with 
her contemporary sounding “Have Some Fun”.  With its rocky pop sound, Czechs 
everywhere should be celebrating their highest Eurovision placing to date, even if 
their country doesn’t qualify!

		Czech	Republic	National	Final	
		26th January 2008



 Song	 Performer		 		 	
“Laying Down My Cards” Anorah
“Underneath The Moon” Camille & Ulrik
“Vilde Hjerter” Gunhild
“Kan Ikke Forstå” Julie Rugaard
“Grøn Mand Gå” Louise Victoria
“Vi Er Der Om Lidt” Sidse Holte 

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“All Night Long”   Simon Mathew     48 points
“Tree Of Life”   Unite        46 points
“Spanish Soul”   Sandee May     42 points
“Until We’re Satisfied”    Kendra Lou *    16 points
“La’ Mig Være”   The Dreams      16 points
“Come On Over”   Anne-Marie & Claus Hassings     10 points
“Luciano”   Amin Jensen     8 points
“Sweet Memories Of You”    Josefine & Lars     8 points
“Hooked On You”    Lasse Lindorff *    6 points
“Den Jeg Er?”    Charlie        0 points

DENMARK
Title: “All Night Long”
Performer: Simon Mathew
Songwriters: Jacob Launbjerg/Svend 
Gudiksen/Nis Bøgvad
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		Dansk	Melodi	Grand	Prix	 2nd February 2008

ESTONIA
Title: “Leto Svet”
Translation: “Summer World”
Performer: Kreisiraadio
Songwriters: Priit Pajusaar/Glen 
Pilvre/Peeter Oja/Hannes Võrno/
Tarmo Leinatamm

Held on 2nd January 2008, the latest 
edition of Eurolaul comprised ten songs 
vying to represent Estonia in Belgrade. 
After each song had been performed 

  Non-qualifiers

Preceded by two semi-finals, Dansk 
Melodi Grand Prix was held on 2nd 
February 2008 and saw the eight qualifiers 
joined by two wildcards (*).  Regional 
televoting was tense as three songs left 
the remaining seven languishing in the 
background, and when the final votes 
were announced just six points separated 
the three leaders.  Winner Simon Mathew 
is a relative newcomer on the Danish 
music scene, having won the talent show 
Scenen Er Din in 2005.  Last year he was 
the runner up of Dancing With The Stars 
and now hopes to gain first place at 
Eurovision with his simple interpretation 
of a soft rock ballad.



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Missä Miehet Ratsastaa”    Teräsbetoni      38.9% 
“Valaise Yö”    Kari Tapio       33.9%
“Can’t Save Me”    Cristal Snow     26.5%
“Pleasure”    Crumbland
“Jos En Sua Saa”    Kristian Meurman 
“Milloin”    Mikael Konttinen 
“Cupido”    Movetron 
“Virginia”    Vuokko Hovatta

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Leto Svet”    Kreisiraadio      31,429 / 52,518 votes 
“Ice-cold Story”    Iiris Vesik       16,682 / 30,963 votes
“365 Days”    Birgit Õigemeel       6,699 / 12,990 votes
“One On One”    Rolf Junior             2,660 votes
“God Inside Your Soul”    Margus Vaher & Luisa Vark                    2,399 votes
“Real Big Money”    SKA Faktor               1,444 votes 
“Üksinduses”   Kristjan Kasearu & Paradise Crew                     1,189 votes
“It’s Never Too Late”    Luisa Vark & Traffic                  866 votes
“Question Man”    Taavi Peterson        837 votes
“Stefani”    Supernova                    646 votes
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telephone lines were opened so that the viewing public could select their top three 
for a ‘super final’ which then became a mere formality.  After the first round of voting 
had been completed, ultimate winners Kreisiraadio had received almost double the 
votes of their nearest rival and, although this lead was slightly reduced in the second 
round, it was clear the comedy act had secured a landslide victory.  Comprising 
comedians and former politicians, Kreisiraadio will perform “Leto Svet” partly in 
Serbian, although the grammar used is clearly taken from a holiday phrase book!

		Eurolaul	 2nd February 2008

FINLAND
Title: “Missä Miehet Ratsastaa”
Translation: “Where The Men Ride”
Performer: Teräsbetoni
Songwriter: J Ahola

By means of three semi-finals and a 
second chance round that took place 
immediately ahead of the final on 1st 
March 2008, eight songs were selected 
to compete in Euroviisut and receive the 
honour of representing Finland.  After 
all songs had been performed, televoting 
selected the top three that went through 
to a ‘super final’ accompanied by a 

		Euroviisut	 1st March 2008



FRANCE
Title: “Divine”
Performer: Sébastien Tellier
Songwriters: Sébastien Tellier/
Amandine de La Richardière

After weeks of speculation, France 
announced on 7th March 2008 that they 
had appointed Sébastien Tellier with the 
song “Divine” as the latest French entry.  
While not necessarily known outside of 
his country, although his recent album 
“Sexuality” reached number 77 in the UK i-tunes chart, Sébastien is an accomplished 
and well-known performer in France.  The electro-pop style will see a change of 
direction for the French nation, but more surprisingly is the fact that this will be the 
first time a song representing France is performed in English with only a minimal 
scattering of French words included within the three minute performance.

 Song	 Perfomer	 	
“Broken Flower”  Hanna Marsh
“Battlefield Of Love” Ninja 
“Kanna Minut” Jippu 
“Sinua Varten” Jenna 

GEORGIA
Title: “Peace Will Come”
Performer: Diana Gurtskaya
Songwriters: Kim Breitburg/Karen 
Kavaleryan 

Following a spectacular debut in 2007, 
Georgia was intent on maintaining the 
high standard set by Sopho in Helsinki.  
12 songs were selected to participate in 
the national final and, when SMS voting 
commenced, it was clear that there were 
two favourites, from which one would 
emerge as the winner.  Blind singer, 
Diana Gurtskaya, previously took 
part in the 2007 Belarussian final, but 
now represents another former Soviet 
country, Georgia, who, thanks to singers 
such as Katie Melua, has shown that this 
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further round of public voting.  In a 
closely fought contest, four piece rock 
band Teräsbetoni were eventually 
declared the winners and will now 
following in the footsteps of Lordi with 
their heavy number – albeit without the 
masks.  It is understood that the entry 

  Non-qualifiers

will be performed entirely in Finnish, making it the first time since 1998 that Finland 
have not entered a song with English lyrics.



 Song	 	 	 Performer		 	 	 	 	Result
“Peace Will Come”    Diana Gurtskaya       39.4%
“Share Your Love”    Salome Gasviani      32.9%
“Freedom”   Irakli Pirtskhalava     8.3%
“I’m Free”    3G          5.3%
“Never Change”    Tika Patsatsia     4.0%
“Captaine”    Salome Korkotashvili     3.0%
“Georgia Invites Friends”    Teatroni       2.3%
“The Beautiful Girl”    Aleko Berdzenishvili     1.3%
“Life”    Vivo         1.3%
“Me And My Funky”    Tako Gachechiladze     0.9%
“Give Me Your Love”    Tamta Chelidze     0.8%
“Don’t Look At Me”    Guga Aptsiauri     0.5%

 Song	 	 	 Performer		 	 	 	 	Result
“Disappear”    No Angels     50.5%
“Hinterm Ozean”    Carolin Fortenbacher    49.5%
“Forever Or Never”    Cinema Bizarre
“La Histeria”     Marquess 
“Just One Woman”     Tommy Reeve
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small nation has much to offer the world of international music.  “Peace Will Come” 
is a strong ballad not unlike songs performed by Robbie Williams in overall style.  It 
is likely to strike a chord with many people when it is performed at Eurovision and 
in a country that has recently experienced civil unrest.

		Georgian	Final	 1st March 2008

GERMANY
Song: “Disappear”
Performer: “No Angels
Songwriters: Remee/Hanne Sorvaag/
Thomas Troelsen

Five songs took part in the German final 
held on 6th March 2008 and broadcast 
live from Hamburg.  After each entry 
had been performed viewers voted to 
select their favourite two, and these then 
went through for a second performance 
and further televote.  Afterwards the 
winner was announced as No Angels with their modern pop song, “Disappear”, 
which would not sound out of place if performed by Kylie Minogue.  The results also 
confirmed that Germans were divided on who should represent them in Belgrade, 
with just 1% of votes separating the top two songs.  As well as selecting the German 
entry, the show saw performances from former Eurovision winners Charlotte Perrelli 
(Nilsson), Ruslana and Marija Serifovic.

		German	National	Final	 7th March 2008



 Song	 Performer	 Position	
“Secret Combination” Kalomoira  1st 
“A Chance To Love”      Chryspa 
“Always And Forever”    Kostas Martakis

GREECE
Title: “Secret Combination”
Performer: Kalomoira
Songwriters: Konstantinos Pantzis/ 
Poseidon Yannopoulos 

Despite an unoriginal name, at least 
when translated into English, the 
Greek final was a high profile event 
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		A	Song	To	Vote	For	
		27th January 2008

with all three contestants attending 
a preview party organised by OGAE 
Greece the evening before the show.  
During the show various Eurovision 
guests, including the 2008 entrants from 
Azerbaijan and Slovenia among others, 
also joined the three singers.  Voting was 
split between an expert jury (40%) and 
the viewing public (60%) who agreed that 
former Fame Story winner, Kalomoira, 
should represent the Hellenic nation 
with her song, “Secret Combination”.  
With choreography clearly inspired by 
Helena Paparizou’s “My Number One”, 
it remains to be seen whether Greece 
will gain a second victory with this latest 
offering.

HUNGARY
Title: “Candlelight”
Original Title: “Szívverés”
Performer: Csézy
Songwriters: Viktor Rakonczai/Imre 
Mózsik

Following a top ten success in 2007, 
Hungary decided to improve its chances 
further by returning to a national final 
that was broadcast on 8th February 
2008.  15 acts competed in a quality 
show where expert jurors announced 
their votes before lines were opened for the televote that followed.  There was some 
confusion when the jurors, who preferred Adrienn Szekeres, thought they had 
chosen the winner, not realising that the Hungarian public had preferred Csézy and 
her strong ballad, “Szívverés”.  With both songs receiving the same amount of votes 
overall, it was decided that the televote would dictate which of the two songs should 
be the next entry for Hungary.  “Szívverés” will be performed in an Anglicised 
version, accompanied by strong vocals from the female singer. 



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 		Result
“This Is My Life”    Eurobandið       1st 
“Ho, Ho, Ho, We Say Hey, Hey, Hey”   Mercedes Club       2nd 
“Hvar Ertu Nú?”    Dr. Spock       3rd
“Hvað Var það Sem þú Sást í Honum?”  Baggalútur
“Núna Veit Ég”   Birgitta Haukdal & Magni Ásgeirsson
“In Your Dreams”    Davíð Þorsteinn Olgeirsson
“Gef Mér Von”    Páll Rósinkranz
“Don’t Wake Me Up”    Ragnheiður Gröndal

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Szívverés”    Csézy        29 points
“Piszkos Tánc”    Adrienn Szekeres     29 points
“Két Szív”    Zsuzsi Vágó & Zsolt Árpád Mészáros     25 points
“Gyulölve Szeretni”    Fiesta        20 points
“Falak Között”    Zsuzsa Antal & Fishers Company     20 points
“Legszebb Nap”    Lola        19 points
“Úgy Figyeltelek”    Csaba Gál Boogie    18 points 
“Távol”    Orsi Pflum      18 points 
“Véletlen”    Orsi Szatmári    17 points
“Érintés”    Zsuzsa Imre     14 points 
“Légy Te Az Elso”    Mónika Hoffmann    10 points 
“Van, Aki Nyer”    Candies      8 points
“Még Egy Dal”    21 Gramm     7 points 
“Nem Ismerlek Már”    Dure        6 points 
“Lesz Ki Hazavár”    EZ One       5 points
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		Hungarian	National	Final	 8th February 2008

ICELAND
Title: “This Is My Life”
Original Title: “Fullkomið Líf”
Performer: Eurobandið
Songwriters: Örlygur Smári/ 
Paul Oscar/Peter Fenner 

Like Bulgaria, Iceland also launched their 
search for Belgrade last October with no 
less than 12 quarter-finals and four semi-
finals.  Over what amounted to almost 
five months, the songs were whittled 
down until just eight remained for the 
grand final that was broadcast during 
the second half of February.  Televoting 
had been the process used throughout the preliminary shows and this method was 
also used to select the top three songs that were announced without mention of  
any overall scores.  Ultimate winners, Eurobandið, consists of Regína Ósk and  

		Icelandic	Final	 23rd February 2008



IRELAND
Title: “Irelande Douze Points”
Translation: “Ireland Twelve Points”
Performer: Dustin the Turkey
Songwriters: Darren Smith/Simon  
Fine /Dustin the Turkey

When RTE decided to revive the 
Eurosong format to choose their latest 
Eurovision entry, they had no idea that 
the show would become the most talked 
about national final in song contest 
history!  Was it because former entrant, Marc Roberts, was hoping to represent his 
country again, or the fact that Slovenian singer Maya wanted to sing for the Emerald 
Isle?  No!  It was because superstar puppet, Dustin the Turkey, was prepared to put 

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	
“Friður Á þessari Jörð”    Ali Mobli, Harold Burr, Hildur Guðný Þórhallsdóttir, Sigurður Þór   
    Óskarsson & Soffía Karlsdóttir 
“Vocalise”    Andrea Gylfadóttir 
“Bigger Shoes”    Margrét Kristín Sigurðardóttir 
“Game Over”    Margrét Kristín Sigurðardóttir & Martin Høybye
“Ísinn”    Ragnheiður Eiríksdóttir
“Á Gleymdum Stað”    Hafdís Huld Þrastardóttir 
“Boys And Perfume”    Hafdís Huld Þrastardóttir 
“If You Were Here”    Menn Ársins
“Að Eilífu”    Þóra Gísladóttir 
“The Picture”    Þóra Gísladóttir
“Skot Í Myrkri”    Ragnheiður Gröndal
“I Won’t Be Home Tonight”   Seth Sharp
“Drepum Tímann”    Sigriður Thorlacius & Karl Sigurðsson

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	
“The Girl In The Golden Dress”   Bjartur Guðjónsson 
“The Wiggle Wiggle Song”   Haffi Haff
“Lullaby To Peace”    Ína Valgerður Pétursdóttir, Seth Sharp & Berglind Ósk Guðgeirsdóttir
“Leigubílar”    Pálmi Gunnarsson & Hrund Ósk Árnadóttir
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  Non-Qualifiers (Semi-Finals)	

Friðrik Ómar, with Regína previously providing backing vocals to fellow contestant 
Birgitta Haukdal who sang for Iceland in 2003.  This time it is Regína who takes 
centre stage, albeit assisted by Friðrik, with the dance number “This Is My Life”.  
With a good performance, excellent stage presence and English lyrics co-written 
by 1997 entrant Paul Oscar, this could be the song that sees an Icelandic victory at 
Eurovision.  The United Kingdom should also be mentioned, in that Londoner Peter 
Fenner assisted Paul in writing the lyrics.

  Non-Qualifiers (Quarter-Finals)	



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Irelande Douze Points”    Dustin The Turkey     1st 
“Double Cross My Heart”    Donal Skehan
“Not Crazy After All”     Leona Daly
“Sometimes”    Liam Geddes 
“Chances”    Marc Roberts 
“Time to Rise”     Maya

 Song	 																											Position
“Ke’ilo Kan”          164 points
“Bli Ahava”          120 points 
“Parparim” (duet with Oshrat Phaphir)   110 points
“Hin’e Ha’or” (duet with Maya Avraham)  84 points
“Masa Haiyai”    82 points
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his neck on the line and provide a novelty song to revive the fortunes of seven times 
winning nation, Ireland.  Despite booing before, during and after his performance 
on 23rd February 2008, Dustin was announced as the winner of Eurosong 2008 with 
no reference to the scores or positions of the remaining five entrants.  Will the Irish 
nation live to regret their choice, or will a puppet win Eurovision for the first time?  
Europe will make its decision in a few short weeks from now!

		Eurosong	2008	 23rd February 2008

ISRAEL
Title: “Ke’ilo Kan”
Translation: “As If Here”
English Title: “The Fire In Your Eyes”
Performer: Boaz Mauda 
Songwriters: Dana International/Shai 
Kerem

Israeli Pop Idol Boaz Mauda was chosen 
to represent his country towards the 
end of last year, but it was not until 25th 
February 2008 that viewers were able 

		K’dam	
		25th/26th February 2008

to listen to the five songs shortlisted as 
possible Eurovision contenders.  Boaz 
performed all five in a special broadcast, 
after which five different juries, 
including one comprising members of 
OGAE Israel, cast their votes prior to 
24 hours of televoting that ensured the 
viewing public could also influence the 
final decision that was announced on 
26th February.  One of the co-writers 
of the winning song was revealed as 
Dana International, but “Ke’ilo Kan” is a 
strong ballad that bares no resemblance 
to her own winning performance ten 
years ago, marking a distinct change to 
the musical style that Dana International 
is often associated with.  Part of the song will be performed in English under the 
title “The Fire In Your Eyes” which differs from the literal translation of the original 
Hebrew title, “Ke’ilo Kan”.



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Wolves Of The Sea”    Pirates of the Sea        29,228 votes 
“You Really Got Me Going”   Aisha        22,721 votes 
“Broken Lullaby”    Andris Erglis     21,580 votes 
“I’m A Part Of You”    Déjà-vu 
“Take Me Home”    Elizabete Zagorska 
“Summertime”    Funky Drivers 
“Until You Find A Friend”    Kristina Zaharova feat. Julian 
“Memory Lane”    Peter Gardner & Juris Vizbulis 
“If I Only Knew”    Sabine Berezina 
“Bye Bye”    Trianas Parks 

LATVIA
Title: “Wolves Of The Sea”
Performer: Pirates Of The Sea
Songwriters: Jonas Liberg/Johan 
Sahlen/Claes Andreasson/Torbjorn 
Wassenius

Two semi-finals were broadcast in 
Latvia to select the ten songs that 
would compete at Eirodziesma 2008 on 
1st March.  After the songs had been 
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		Eirodziesma	 1st March 2008

 Song	 Performer	 	 		 	
“The One”  Borowa MC
“Mr Weatherman”  Camillas & Vice Almana 
“One Last Touch”  Dace Planare 
“Lovely”  Dexter Ketta
“All Come Together”  Elli U & Miks feat.  
  Pent-in-Dreams 
“Put Some Love In  Iedomu Sparni  
The World”
“Observations”  Ivetta 
“Fly To The Moon”  Janis Moisejs
“More Than 27”  Joran & Axlina 
“Download Your Dreams”  Lily

  Non-qualifiersperformed, telephone lines were opened 
allowing for the first of two televotes to 
take place.  The top three songs were 
then announced and, after further 
performances, televoters took part in a 
‘super vote’ to decide which song should 
represent Latvia.  Although seen as a 
novelty act with an equally entertaining 
song, Pirates of the Sea are reminiscent 
of 80s band Adam & the Ants, and are 
made up of Aleksandra Kurusova, Jānis 
Vaišļa and former Bonaparti.lv member, 
Roberto Meloni.

LITHUANIA
Title: “Nomads In The Night”
Performer: Jeronimas Milius
Songwriters: Vytautas Diškevičius/
Jeronimas Milius 

With fewer preliminary heats than those 
broadcast in recent years, the Lithuanian 
selection comprised just three semi-finals 



MACEDONIA, FYR
Title: “Let Me Love You”
Original Title: “Vo Ime Na Ljubovta” 
Performer: Tamara feat. Vrčak & Adrian
Songwriter: Rade Vrchakovski-Vrcak

Once again the annual Skopje Fest was 
the event chosen to select the Eurovision 
entry for FYR Macedonia, with 15 songs 

 Song	 Performer	 		 	
“Little Sunshine”  Angelas
“Man Vis Tiek”  Asta Kairyte
“Tell Me” Buzzer’s 
“One Million Euros” Cisco Kid 
“Message In The Sky” Egle Lokyte
“Celebrate”  Face Time
“New Love Story”  Flaer
“Lietuva Man Kaip Paryžius”  Flaxon 
“Paukštis”  Gyvai
“I Will Fight” Ingrida Paukštyte 

 Song	 Performer	 		
“Calling Your Name” Justina Adeikyte 
“The Farmer’s Daughter”  Kaštonai 
“Life Is Joyful”  Kristina Botyriute 
“Lady”  My Magic 
“What’s Wrong” Onsa
“Neolitas” Skyders
“Light”  Slapjack 
“Sun In Her Eyes” Sweetness Theory 
“I Deceive You”  Trylika
“Don’t Stop Me” Wake Up 

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Nomads In The Night”   Jeronimas Milius     11,674 votes
“Troy On Fire”   Aiste Pilvelyte     11,242 votes
“Miss Kiss”    Sasha Son      8,306 votes
“Birdie Tweet”   Raimonda Masiulyte     7,391 votes
“Yes”    Mini Me       5,936 votes 
“Do Somethin’”    Auguste       5,145 votes
“Evertown”   Funny Beat      1,677 votes
“Aš Rasiu”   Laiptai        1,216 votes
“You And I”    Ingrida Žiliute     638 votes
“Stone”    Pokeris       633 votes 
“Step Into This World”   Nerri        610 votes
“To My Soul”    Julija & Girma     466 votes
“Muzika Garsiau!”    Justas Lapatinskas     299 votes 
“Vakaras”    Vilma Voroblevaite     247 votes
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ahead of the grand final broadcast on 2nd February 2008.  32 songs competed for 
the 12 places that were available alongside two pre-appointed entries.  Semi-finalists 
included the unusually titled “The Farmer’s Daughter” and “Lady”; a song where 
lyrics were entirely made up from past Eurovision song titles to accompany music 
by OGAE member, Georgios ‘Gorgi’ Kalpakidis.  Sadly neither of these qualified, 
whereas Jeronimas Milius ultimately scored a narrow victory with his “Nomads In 
The Night” ahead of Aiste Pilvelyte.  A powerful ballad that would not seem out of 
place on the West End stage, Lithuania could now do surprisingly well in Belgrade.

		Lithuanian	Final	 2nd February 2008

  Non-qualifiers	



MALTA
Title: “Vodka”
Performer: Morena
Songwriters: Philip Vella/Gerard James 
Borg

An internal jury that included former 
Fame Academy singer, Alistair Griffin, 
shortlisted the 36 songs that would be 
considered as contenders to represent 
Malta at the 2008 Eurovision Song 
Contest.  These were further reduced 
to 17, each of which was performed in 
a special semi-final broadcast on 24th 
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from an open submission process joined 
by six that were internally appointed by 
the national broadcaster.  These six were 
then unexpectedly withdrawn, leaving 
the original 15 to compete with each 
other for a place on the Eurovision stage.  
Needless to say the event was tinged 
with sadness this year, with the show 
paying tribute to the late Tose Proevski 

 Song   Performer      Result
“Vo Ime Na Ljubovta”    Tamara feat. Vrcak & Adrian Gaxha     24 points
“Zemjo Moja”    Lambe Alabakovski     18 points
“Dojdi Do Mene”    Risto Samardžiev & Flash     17 points 
“Docna E”    Sasho Gigov Giš     12 points
“Sever I Jug”    Sonja Tarculovska     9 points 
“Strawberry”    Parketi        8 points 
“Armija”    Elvir Mekic      6 points 
“Prašuvam Bez Glas”    Tuna        6 points 
“Vrati Se”    None Nedelkovska     5 points 
“Jas Sum Ovde”    Jova Radevska     4 points
“Samovila”    Nokaut        4 points
“Poraka”    Aneta Kacurkova     2 points
“So Drugi Zborovi”    Vlatko Ilievski     1 point
“Tajna Skriena”    Goran Naumovski     0 points
“Jas I Ti”    Igor Mitrovic     0 points

  Skopje Fest 23rd February 2008

 Song Perfomer 
“Kubana”  Agon & Džoksi
“Holivud”  Bojan & Big Mama 
“Eden Cekor Ili Dva”  Filip Jordanovski 
“Slatka Mala”  Igor Šarevski
“Apolon”  Maja Vukicevic
“Životot E Tvoj”  Sanja Lefkova 

  Withdrawn

who represented FYRoM in 2004 and who was tragically killed less than 12 months 
ago.  Unfortunately, the ultimate winner of Skopje Fest does not appear to have the 
obvious appeal of popular Tose, and it seems unlikely that Europe will unanimously 
support the ethnic rap enjoyed by both jurors and televoters alike … but stranger 
things have happened in the history of Eurovision!  



 Song	 Performer	 	 		
“Luciano Pavarotti” Aldo Ruth & the She2s
“Winter’s End” Bernice Camillieri 
“Alright” Chris & Moira *
“Untitled Song” Christian Arding
“Requiem” Corazon Mizzi
“Throw Your Stones” Daniela Vella *
“Just This Once” Eleanor Cassar
“Loved By You” Glenn & Pamela *
“Live And Quiet” J Anvil
“Complicated” Janica Formosa
“Contradiction” Jean-Claude Vancell *
“Tangled” Jessica Muscat *
“Rhythm Of The Night” Justine
“Super Hero” Klinsmann *
“Jealous” Laura Bruna

Song	 Performer
“Something About You” Laura Bruna
“Jive In The Hive” Leontine
“Another Way” Luana 
“I Want To Live” Mario Caruana
“If You Believe” Mary Spiteri *
“My Last Encore” Mary Spiteri *
“Naughty Eyes” Nadine Axisa
“Voices Of Atlantis” Natasha & Charlene
“Whispers” Pamela *
“Catwalk” Ray Calleja
“We Can Change Rosman Pace  
The World”
“I’ll Be Your Man” Ryan Noel Abela
“I Will Take My Touch”  Vittorio Gauci

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Vodka”   Morena       78 points
“Caravaggio”   Claudia Faniello    68 points
“Sunrise”   Claudia Faniello    64 points
“Give Me A Chance”   Eleanor Cassar    50 points
“Casanova”   Morena       38 points
“Street Car Of Desire”   Petra Zammit    28 points
“Go”   Klinnsman      24 points
“Love Is Just The Way   Rosman Pace    10 points
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January 2008.  The jury then decided which eight would proceed to the Song for 
Europe contest held two days later, where a televote (80%) was converted into points 
and added to the jury (20%) score.  Public support for eventual winner Morena was 
phenomenal, while jury favourite and Fabrizio’s sister, Claudia Faniello, was forced 
into second place by 10 points.  She also came third with her second song in the 
Maltese final, suggesting that two performances possibly split her vote and cost the 
increasingly popular Claudia the opportunity to represent her island home.  Instead 
it is Morena who flies to Serbia with “Vodka”; an unusual, uptempo song that has 
divided critics and fans alike.

		Song	For	Europe	 26th January 2008

  Non-qualifiers (* Shortlisted for Semi-Final)	

MOLDOVA
Title: “A Century Of Love”
Performer: “Geta Burlacu
Songwriters: Oleg Baraliuc/Viorica Demici

The Moldovan Final was held on 9th February at Palatul National in Chisinau. The 
winner was chosen by televoting, an expert jury and an internal TRM jury, although 
this arrangement actually led to confusion and controversy when the ultimate 



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“A Century Of Love”    Geta Burlacu     30 points
“Always Will Be”    Olia Tira       30 points
“We Are One”    Alexa        27 points
“Your Own Vision”    Galina Scoda     24 points 
“Living Creatures”    Elena Dermidjean     22 points 
“I Believe”    Edict        17 points 
“Dance With Me”    Catrina Pislaru     13 points
“Your Name”    Dana Marchitan     12 points
“Point Of View”   Jay Mon       10 points 
“You Make Me Feel Crazy”   Cristina Rujitcaia     8 points
“Don’t Deceive My Heart”    Liusia Znamensky     5 points
“Jane”    Scroom       5 points

MONTENEGRO
Title: “Ne Daj Mi Da Poludim”
Translation: “Don’t Make Me Crazy”
Performer: Stefan Filipovic
Songwriters: Grigor Koprov/Ognen 
Nedelkovski

Having used a song and singer approach 
for the show that chose the first entry 
for Montenegro twelve months ago, 
the format was revised for 2008.  Six 
singers each performed two well-known 
songs as part of a televised show, with 
viewers able to select which singer 
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winner was confirmed!  Both juries 
gave each song between one and twelve 
points, which were then combined with 
the ranking of the televote.  It appeared 
to be a straightforward procedure 
until two songs tied for first place.  On 
checking which song had received 12 
points, it was revealed that Geta Burlacu 
has received maximum support from 
the expert jury while Olia Tira had done 
likewise from TRM’s jury!  Confusion 
reigned until someone suggested that 
the winner should be the one that had 
received the highest number of televotes 
between the two winning songs.  Geta had scored 4293 votes, compared to Olia with 
just 2603, and was declared the winner with her jazzy number, “A Century Of Love”.  
Although Geta now travels to Belgrade, it is perhaps a bitter irony that third placed 
Alexa won the overall televote with 7,665 votes but failed to impress both juries.  

		Moldovan	Final	 9th February 2008



 Performer	 																											Position
Stefan Filipovic        3,325 votes
Andrea        1,300 votes
Knez          567 votes
Jelena Kažanegra           377 votes
Grim          345 votes
Kaja          341 votes
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should represent the small country in 
neighbouring Serbia.  21 year old Stefan 
Filipovic, who came second to Stevan 
Faddy in 2007, was the clear winner 
and was subsequently provided with 
his contest song that had been selected 
internally by the national broadcaster 
ahead of a public launch on 8th March 
2008.

		Montenegrin	Singer	Contest	
		27th February 2008

NETHERLANDS
Title: “Your Heart Belongs To Me”
Performer: Hind 
Songwriters: Hind Laroussi Tahiri/
Tjeerd van Zanen/Bas van den Heuvel

Despite Edsilia’s failure to qualify to the 
final last year, the Netherlands chose 
to appoint their singer once again in 
preference to holding an open contest.  
This time it is Hind who represents 
the Dutch nation with a song that she 
co-composed five years ago, but which had never been heard publicly until it was 
presented as part of a television show on 7th March 2008.  Hind came third in the 
Netherlands’ Pop Idol contest five years ago, but has since gone on to develop a 
successful career in her own right despite falling behind two other singers.  She is 
well known for her amazing vocals, confident performances and contemporary 
songs that contain influences of her Moroccan origins.

NORWAY
Title: “Hold On, Be Strong”
Performer: Maria 
Songwriter: Mira Craig

Three semi-finals and a wildcard round 
decided which eight songs should 
compete in Norsk Melodi Grand Prix 
held on the night of 9th February 2008.  
After all songs had been performed 
a televote was held to shortlist the 
four qualifying songs, before a further 
performance from each of these and a final round of televoting to decided the overall 
winner.  The ultimate result was a definite landslide when it was confirmed that Maria 
Haukaas Storeng had beaten her nearest rival by almost 80,000 votes!  The song has a 
strong orchestral backing, while Maria’s vocals have already been compared to Amy 
Winehouse and Duffy.  There is no doubting the commercial sound of “Hold On, Be 
Strong”, but could it be too commercial for this years Eurovision Song Contest?



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“For Life”    Isis Gee       24 points 
“Blow Over”   Natasza Urbanska    15 points 
“Lovin’ U”    Edi Ann       12 points
“Viva La Musica”     Man Meadow     12 points
“Do Something”    Plastic        12 points 
“You’ve Got My Love”    Izabela Kopec    10 points
“Dlatego Walcz”     Margo        9 points
“Superhero”    Sandra Oxenryd     9 points 
“Thing We’ve Got”    Afromental      7 points 
“It’s Not A Game”    Starnawski & Urban Noiz     5 points
“The Devil”    Kasia Nova      1 point
“I Say My Body”    Queens       0 points

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Hold On, Be Strong”    Maria Haukaas Storeng     195,661 votes
“Eastern Wind”    Torstein Sødal    118,095 votes
“Far Away”    King of Trolls     115,811 votes
“Am I Supposed To Love Again”   Veronica Akselsen     109,957 votes
“Ándagassii”    Ann-Mari Anderson     Eliminated
“Get Up”    Crash!         Eliminated     
“Som I Himmelen”    Ole Ivars       Eliminated
“Hold On”    Tinkerbells     Eliminated

 Song	 Performer	 	 		
“A Little More” Anne Hvidsten
“Two Monkeys  Avalanche  
(On The Roof)”
“Would You Spend The  Cube 
Night With Me?”
“Sillycone Valley”  Lene Alexandra
“Hear When I’m Calling”  Maria Trøen 

Song	 Performer
“Colliding”  Nicholas Carlie
“Baby, Don’t Stop Michelle 
The Music”
“Lystgass”  Podium
“I’m In Love” Sven Garås
“Always, Always”  Zuma
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		Norsk	Melodi	Grand	Prix	 9th February 2008

  Non-qualifiers 	

POLAND
Title: “For Life”
Performer: Isis Gee
Songwriter: Isis Gee

Held on 23rd February, the Polish final 
saw 12 acts compete for the opportunity 
of representing Poland at the 2008 
Eurovision Song Contest.  Among the 
line up was Swedish singer Sandra 
Oxenryd, who represented Estonia in 

		Polish	Final	 23rd February 2008



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Senhora Do Mar (Negras Águas)”   Vânia Fernandes     17,617 votes
“Obrigatório Ter”    Alex Smith      6,913 votes
“Em Água E Sal”    Marco Rodrigues     5,927 votes
“Canção Pop”    Ricardo Soler     4,721 votes
“Magicantasticamente”    Bla Bla Bla      4,612 votes
“Por Ti Portugal”    Big Hit        2,932 votes
“Do Outro Lado Da Vida”    Vanessa       2,621 votes 
“Cavaleiro Da Manhã”    Carluz Belo      2,044 votes
“Porto De Encontro”   Lisboa Não Sejas Francesa     1,974 votes
“O Poder Da Mensagem”    Tucha        624 votes
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2006, but she was unable to impress the combined jurors and televoters sufficiently 
to make a second international appearance.  That honour went to American born Isis 
Gee who enthralled viewers and audience alike with her beautiful ballad, “For Life”.  
Could this possibly be the best Polish entry since Edyta Górniak debuted with “To 
Nie Ja”?  Time will tell!

PORTUGAL
Title: “Senhora Do Mar (Negras 
Águas)”
Translation: “Lady Of The Sea”
Performer: Vânia Fernandes
Songwriters: Andrej Babic/Carlos 
Coelho

Having narrowly missed out on a place 
in the final last year, Portugal is desperate 
to improve its Eurovision record by 
returning to the Saturday Eurovision 
show.  Part of this process included 
the latest edition of Festival da Canção 
which, once again, was the vehicle by 
which the Portuguese entry was chosen.  
Ten songs were performed before 
voting lines opened and a montage of 
Eurovision songs were played.  Tension 
was then prolonged when an envelope 
containing the three most popular songs 
was opened and the contents read out.  
Then a second envelope containing the 
winning song was opened, confirming 
that the television viewers had selected 
a somewhat melancholic yet beautiful 
Portuguese ballad performed by Vânia 
Fernandes.

		Festival	da	Canção	 9th March 2008



 Song	 Perfomer	
“Te Lubesc”  Adrian Enache 
“Heaven”  Ana Mardare & Irvin 
  Doomes 
“Why”  Daniela Nicol 
“Yeke Yeke”  Imba 
“La Storia Della Pioggia”  Innesa & Millenium 
“Dragostea Mea”  Lucia Dumitrescu 
“Vânt De Vara”  Monique 
“Fight For Life”  Nico 
“Mas Conmigo”  Viper

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Pe-o Margine De Lume”    Nico & Vlad Mirita     271 points
“Shine”    Biondo        264 points
“Seven Days”    Paula Seling & Provincialii     208 points
“Runaway”    Catalin Josan     197 points
“Come This Way”    Zero & Marius Moga     181 points
“Prea Mici Sunt Cuvintele”   Leo Iorga & Pacifica     164 points 
“Fairytale Story”    Nicola        162 points
“Love Is All I Need”    Tabasco       126 points
“Railroad, Railroad”    Rednex feat. Ro-Mania     96 points
“Dr Frankenstein”     LaGaylia Frazier     93 points
“The Key Of Life”    Simona Nae     73 points
“C’est La Vie”    Yana        37 points
“When We’re Together”    Catalin Josan     Withdrawn
“Zamira”    New Effect feat. Gentiana    Withdrawn
“Follow Me”    VH2        Withdrawn

ROMANIA
Title: “Pe-o Margine De Lume”
Translation: “On The Edge Of The 
World”
Performer: Nico & Vlad 
Songwriters: Andrei Tudor/Andreea 
Andrei/Adina Şuteu 

It began with two semi-finals that selected 
six songs each for the Romanian final 
and was, in many ways, an uneventful 
occasion.  Then, amid claims of plagiarism 
and violations of TVR rules, songs were 
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		Romanian	Final	 23rd February 2008

  Non-qualifiers

withdrawn and replaced and, for New 
Effect featuring Gentiana, withdrawn 
almost as soon as they had replaced VH2!  
Confusion reigned, but the televised final 
eventually allowed jurors and televoters 
to select a song that would represent 
Romania in Belgrade.  Nico & Vlad 
Mirita were delighted with the outcome, 
until others claimed that their familiar 
sounding ballad was very similar to 
Spanish singer David Bustamante’s “La 
Magia Del Corazon”.  An investigation 
soon followed, but after close scrutiny it 
was agreed that “Pe-o Margine De Lume” 
is an original composition and was, 
therefore, not subject to disqualification.



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Believe”	 	 	 Dima	Bilan		 	 	 	 	 54	points
“Crescent	And	Cross”		 	 	 Alexandr	Panayotov		 	 	 	 52	points
“Porque	Amor”		 	 	 Zhenya	Otradnaya		 	 	 	 50	points
“Flyer”	 	 	 Sergey	Lazarev			 	 	 	 48	points	
“New	Russian	Kalinka”		 	 	 Aleksey	Vorobyov		 	 	 	 46	points	
“Cold	Fingers”		 	 	 Julia	Mihalchik		 	 	 	 43	points	
“The	Needle”		 	 	 Anna	Mushak	&	Project	William		 	 	 	 41	points	
“Otpuskayu	Tebya”		 	 	 Zhenya	Rasskazova		 	 	 	 40	points	
“My	-	Parallelnie	Miry”		 	 	 Prime	Minister		 	 	 	 38	points	
“Sny”		 	 	 Tamila	Bloggy			 	 	 	 38	points
“Colours	Of	My	Love”		 	 	 A-Sortie		 	 	 	 	 	 33	points
“King	Of	Seduction”		 	 	 Olga	Varvus			 	 	 	 31	points	
“Tri Luny”    Natalia Astafieva     28 points
“Always	All	Alone”		 	 	 Elena	Gorskaya		 	 	 	 27	points	
“Day	Nam	Dozhd”		 	 	 Max	Lorens	&	Satsura		 	 	 	 26	points	
“One	More	Try”		 	 	 Anatoliy	Alyoshin		 	 	 	 24	points	
“Na	Rasstoyanii	Dyhanya”			 	 Polina	Smolova		 	 	 	 24	points
“Another	Side	Of	Midnight”		 	 Granat			 	 	 	 	 	 21	points	
“Wreck”		 	 	 Sabrina		 	 	 	 	 	 19	points	
“Who	I	Am	Without	Your	Love”		 	 Pierre	Narciss	&	Jam	Sheriff		 	 	 	 16	points
“It’s	No	Dream”		 	 	 Aza	Bataeva		 	 	 	 14	points	
“So	Can	You	Tell	Me”		 	 	 Natalia	Terehova		 	 	 	 12	points	
“Don’t	Break	My	Heart”		 	 	 BK		 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	points	
“Siberia”		 	 	 Aero		 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	points	
“I’m	Missing”	 	 		 Roman	Bezhin			 	 	 	 7	points	
“Gotta	Let	It	Go”		 	 	 Nora	Adam			 	 	 	 4	points	
“Qarligaclar”		 	 	 Asylyar			 	 	 	 	 	 2	points
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RUSSIA
Title: “Believe”
Performer: Dima Bilan”
Songwriters: Jim Beanz/Dima Bilan

Having appointed their last two entries, 
Russia returned to an open competition 
with no less than 27 songs and singers 
competing in a national final broadcast 
on 9th March 2008.  Among those 
taking part were former entrants Prime 
Minister, albeit with a different line up, 
and Dima Bilan who came second in 
Athens two years ago.  Polina Smolova, 
who represented Belarus in Greece, was 
also taking part in the Russian final.  
At the end of a mammoth session, the 
winner was decided by televote, SMS, 

		Russian	Final	 9th March 2008



SAN MARINO
Title: “Complice”
Translation: “Accomplice”
Performer: Miodio
Songwriters: Francesco Sancisi/Nicola 
Della Valle

With a population just under 30,000 and 
claims of being the oldest constitutional 
republic in the world, San Marino 
makes it Eurovision debut in 2008.  The 
national broadcaster invited songwriters 
and singers alike to submit entries 
for consideration, and these included contributions from many established Italian 
acts including Jalisse who performed the last entry for Italy in 1997.  Following an 
internal selection, the committee responsible for choosing the first San Marinese entry 
opted for the fresh and youthful sound of five-piece electro-rock band, Miodio, who 
are made up of Nicola Della Valle, Francesco Sancisi, Andrea Marco Pollice, Paolo 
Macina and Alessandro Gobbi.

SERBIA
Title: “Oro” 
Translation: “Folk Dance”
Performer: Jelena Tomaševic
Songwriters: Zeljko Joksimovic/Dejan 
Ivanović

Originally scheduled for the 19th and 
20th February, the host broadcaster 
had to postpone its national selection 
due to civil unrest on the streets of 
Belgrade following the announcement 
of independence by its province, 
Kosovo.  But, as with all things, the 
show must go on and Serbia eventually 
chose its entry on 10th March 2008, with 
a semi-final that shortlisted ten songs 
held the previous evening.  As always, 
the quality of each song was of a high 
standard and the overall winner, chosen 
by televoters and expert jurors, was no 
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internet voting and a panel of expert jurors.  Needless to say, pre-contest favourite 
Dima Bilan, with a song produced by international star Timbaland, won the honour 
of representing his country in what was a closely fought contest.  It is the first time 
Russia will be represented by a former entrant and, being an extremely popular singer 
across Europe, Dima could be the one who takes Eurovision to Moscow in 2009.



 Song	 Performer	 	 		
“Tijana”  Andrej Ilic Bend 
“Ako Me Cuješ”  Dejan Vozlic 
“Bezimena”  Denis & Obule 
“Kao Da Hodam”  Ivana Cosic 
“Možda Baš”  Mogul

Song	 Performer	 	
“S Tobom Bih Ostala”  Negativ
“Slepa Ulica”  Nenad Ceranic 
“Precica Do Dna”  Sloba Bajic
“Nisi Prvi”  Tamara Nikezic
“U Šivot Kockam Se”  Zana

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Oro”    Jelena Tomaševic     24 votes 
“Beli Jablan”    Aleksa Jelic & Ana Štajdohar      20 votes
“Zavet”    Beauty Queens     16 votes 
“Kvar”   Betty Boop      13 votes 
“Iznad Nas”    Alektik & Cveta Majtanovic      11 votes
“Da Si Tu”    Lejla Hot       8 votes 
“Sada Ili Nikada”    Marko Vulinovic     7 votes 
“Dunav”    Drum’n’Zez      6 votes 
“Cudesni Svetovi”    Zoe Kida u Zemlji Gruva      6 votes
“Cucemo, Cucete …”    Ognjen & Prijatelji     5 votes
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exception.  With music composed by Zeljko Joksimovic, who came second for Serbia 
& Montenegro in 2004 and third as songwriter for Bosnia Herzegovina in 2006, he 
could secure a second successive victory for the Serbian nation with this simplistic 
offering.  He is also co-presenting Eurovision from Belgrade, which could lead to 
an interesting situation if Zeljko has to present himself, lyricist Dejan Ivanović and 
singer Jelena Tomaševic with the Grand Prix for 2008!

		Beovizija	 10th March 2008

  Non-qualifiers 	

SLOVENIA
Title: “Vrag Naj Vzame” 
Translation: “Let The Devil Take It”
Performer: Rebeka Dremelj
Songwriters: Josip Miani-Pipi/Amom

February began with three consecutive 
nights of Eurovision shows that 
culminated in the Slovenian song for 
Belgrade being chosen by public vote.  
Preceded by two semi-finals, the final 
show broadcast on 3rd February 2008 
saw two rounds of voting.  The first 
selected the two songs that would compete in a head-to-head super-final, while the 
second decided which of these two entries would represent Slovenia.  Less than 
400 votes separated winner Rebeka Dremelj from runners-up, Langa & Civili, who 
had ironically won the first round of voting.  Rebeka is no stranger to competition, 
having competed in previous editions of EMA, but this will be her first time on the 
Eurovision stage with an uptempo dance number.    



 Song	 Performer	 	 		
“Kako Je Ne Bi Imel Rad” Gabriel, Slovenia  
  United & Obcanov
“Lepi Fantje” Mirna Reynolds
“Ni Me Sram” Denis
“Corpomorto  Andraž Hribar 
(Jutri Jadram Naprej)”

Song	 Performer
“Našel Si Me”  Ylenia
“Naravnost V Srce”  Stereotipi
“Nomadi”  Halgato Band 
“Prav Ti”  Neža Trobec
“Peti Element”  Iris 
“Spam”  Male Malice

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Vrag Naj Vzame”    Rebeka Dremelj       12,665/56,823 votes 
“Za Svobodo Divjega Srca”   Langa & Civili       21,193/56,428 votes
“Samara”    Brigita Suler           9,746 votes
“DJ”   4play                  9,134 votes
“Dovolj”    Eva Cerne      8,044 votes
“Zabava”    Turbo Angels     7,914 votes
“Butn ... Butn!”    Johnny Bravo     6,192 votes
“Povej!”    Tina Gacnik-Tiana    4,945 votes
“Še Vedno Nekaj Cutim”    Manca Špik      3,432 votes
“Dober Planet”    Cole & Predsednik      3,189 votes
“Dunav”    Drum’n’Zez      6 votes 
“Cudesni Svetovi”    Zoe Kida u Zemlji Gruva      6 votes
“Cucemo, Cucete …”    Ognjen & Prijatelji     5 votes

SPAIN
Title: “Baila El Chiki Chiki”
Translation: “Dance Chiki Chiki”
Performer: Rodolfo Chikilicuatre
Songwriters: Rodolfo Chikilicuatre & 
Friends

Having tried various methods 
of selecting and appointing past  
Spanish entries, TVE decided to invite 
would-be acts and composers to  
submit their songs online at My Space, 
from which site visitors could select  
the ten that would compete in a  
televised final on 8th March 2008.  The 
process was not without criticism, 
and multiple voting and computer 
hackers meant that some songs  
were removed from the contest.  
Eventually, though, ten songs did  
make it through to a lengthy live 
broadcast that saw comedian Rodolfo 
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		EMA	 3rd March 2008

  Non-qualifiers 	



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Hero”    Charlotte Perrelli    224 points
“Empty Room”    Sanna Nielsen    206 points
“Lay Your Love On Me”    BWO       158 points
“Just A Minute”    Rongedal       142 points
“Hur Svårt Kan Det Va?”    Linda Bengtzing     64 points
“I Lågornas Sken”    Nordman       48 points 
“That Is Where I’ll Go”    Sibel       39 points
“Thank You”    Amy Diamond     36 points
“I Love Europe”    Christer Sjögren     23 points
“Upp O Hoppa”    Frida feat. Headline     6 points
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Chikilicuatre win his ticket to Belgrade.  Needless to say, the song is also something 
of a comedy act that is annoyingly irritating and could do well if the wrong people 
vote!

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Baila El Chiki Chiki”    Rodolfo Chikilicuatre     60 points
“Todo Está En Tu Mente”    Coral        48 points
“La Revolución Sexual”    La Casa Azul     42 points
“Un Olé”    Arkaitz        32 points
“Caramelo”    Marzok Mangui     31 points 
“Si Pudiera”    Bizarre        22 points
“Piensa Gay”    Lorena C       22 points 
“Me Encantada Bailar”    Innata        15 points
“I Do You”    D-Vine        9 points 
“100 x 100”    Ell*as        9 points

		Salvemos	Eurovisión	 8th March 2008

SWEDEN
Title: “Hero”
Performer: Charlotte Perrelli
Songwriters: Fredrik Kempe/Bobby 
Ljunggren

Once again Sweden did not disappoint 
and arranged a six-stage selection process 
that chose the latest Swedish Eurovision 
entry.  Four semi-finals preceded a 
second change head-to-head sing-off 
that culminated in Melodifestival 2008; 
an event that has become almost bigger 
than the international song contest 
itself in recent years.  As always the 32 
performers comprised a ‘who’s who’ 
of pop and rock, with many known 

		Melodifestival	 15th March 2008
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 Song	 Performer	 	 		
“Saknar Dig Ibland”  Ainbusk 
“Den Första Svalan”  Alexander Schöld 
“Kebabpizza Slivovitza”  Andra Generationen 
“One Love”  Andreas Johnson &    
  Carola Häggkvist 
“Lullaby”  Brandur 
“If I Could”  Calaisa 
“Smiling In Love”  Caracola 
“Pame”  Daniel Mitsogiannis 
“Line Of Fire”  E-Type & The Poodles 
“Hallelujah New World”  Eskobar 
“Alla Gamla X”  Face-84 
“Ingen Är Så Glad  Fronda  
Som Jag”

	 Performer	 	
“Du Behöver Aldrig Mer  Lasse Lindh  
Vara Rädd”
“That’s Love”  Michael Michailoff 
“Izdajice”  Mickey Huskic 
“För Många Ord  Niklas Strömstedt  
Om Kärlek”
“Love In Stereo”  Ola 
“Under Mitt Tunna Skinn” Patrik Isaksson 
“Visst Finns Mirakel”  Suzzie Tapper 
“Razborka”  The Nicole 
“When You Need Me”  Thérèse Andersson 
“Déja Vù”  Velvet 

SWITZERLAND
Title: “Era Stupendo”
Translation: “It’s Marvellous”
Performer: Paolo Meneguzzi 
Songwriters: Paolo Meneguzzi/
Vincenzo Incenzo

Although DJ Bobo surprisingly failed 
to qualify for the final 12 months ago, 
Switzerland continued with their now 
established procedure of appointing 
both song and singer.  32 year old Paolo 
Meneguzzi was confirmed as performer 
towards the end of 2007, with his co-
composed song being presented to the 
Swiss public in a special broadcast shown 
on 12th January 2008.  There is no denying 
that Paolo is an accomplished singer, but 
his Italian ballad has divided many across 
Europe.  While some describe it as an 
amazing song, others are less convinced 
that it will improve on Switzerland’s 
recent Eurovision outings.
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  Non-qualifiers 	

from previous events including Sanna Nielsen and BWO.  Also taking part were 
two former winners.  Carola, duetting with Andreas Johnson, failed to qualify but 
Charlotte Perrelli, who won for Sweden in 1999 under her former name Charlotte 
Nilsson, gained top marks from the jury and sufficient votes from the public to 
represent her country again with the strong schlager sounding song, “Hero”.  She 
now has to impress the televoters of Europe if she wishes to become only the second 
person to win the Eurovision Song Contest twice. 



 Song	 																			Position		
“Shady Lady”         14 points
“A Dream For A Brighter Day”          8 points  
“I’ll Be Your Lady”           8 points
“Ya Stanu Morem”           4 points
“Zhdu Tebya”          2 points
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TURKEY
Title: “Deli”
Translation: “Crazy”
Performer: Mor ve Ötesi
Songwriters: Mor ve Ötesi

Towards the end of 2007, TRT appointed 
the act on which Turkish Eurovision 
hopes would be pinned for 2008.  Made 
up of Kerem Kabadayý, Harun Tekin, 
Derin Esmer and Alper Tekin, the four 
piece band have been performing 
for 12 years, making them one of the 
most successful acts on the local music 
scene.  Their song, which was selected 
internally from three submissions, was 
made public on 15th February and is a powerful rock number that will be performed 
entirely in Turkish.

UKRAINE
Title: “Shady Lady”
Performer: Ani Lorak 
Songwriters: Philip Kirkorov/Karen 
Kavaleryan

Deciding against a multi-artist national 
final, Ukrainian Television (NTU) 
appointed Ani Lorak to represent them 
in Belgrade, but allowed a jury to decide 
which song from five should be chosen 
in a special show broadcast on 23rd 
February 2008.  Ani Lorak was previously 
tipped to represent her country in 

	Ukrainian	Final	
	23rd February 2008

2005, but the Orange Revolution led to 
Greenjolly’s politically motivated entry 
being selected instead.  Three years 
later she has finally been given the 
opportunity to sing for Ukraine with 
a song that is likely to be remembered 
as an all time classic Eurovision 
performance.  The songwriting team 
behind “Shady Lady” were responsible 
for last years Belarussian entry; composer  
Philip Kirkorov has continually been 
associated with Eurovision since his own stage appearance 13 years ago, while lyricist 
Karen Kavaleryan was responsible for the Armenian and Russian entries in 2007 and 
2006 respectively.  She has also co-written the 2008 entry for Georgia.



 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	
“Mr Gorgeous”    LoveShy
“I Owe It All To You”   Rob McVeigh

 Song	 	 	 Performer	 	 	 	 	 	Result
“Even If”   Andy Abraham    1st 
“Woo (You Make Me)”    Michelle Gayle    2nd 
“It’s You”   The Revelations
“Changes”   Simona Armstrong

UNITED KINGDOM
Title: “Even If”
Performer: Andy Abraham
Songwriters: Andy Abraham/ 
Andy Watkins/Paul Wilson

Anxious to improve the UK’s dismal 
Eurovision record in recent years, a 
revised version of Song for Europe 
and Making Your Mind Up saw 
six acts go head-to-head to win the 
opportunity of representing their 
country in Belgrade.  A full report 
appears elsewhere in this issue, but the 
ultimate prize was awarded to former  
X-Factor runner-up, Andy Abraham, 
and his catchy soul number, “Even If”.  
Andy now has the unenviable job of trying to secure votes from the rest of Europe 
who have been reluctant of late to award points to the United Kingdom.
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		Eurovision	-	Your	Decision	 1st March 2008

  Non-qualifiers

If you enjoyed the Birmingham Bash in 2006 and 2007 or want to share in the ‘Bash’ 
experience this year, it’s time to start preparing for Euro Bash to be held on Saturday,  
4th October 2008.

The host city and venue is still being finalised, but if you are interested in attending and 
would like to find our more, please email the organisers at eurobash@btinternet.com

The last two events have sold out quickly, so the sooner you register your interest  
the better!

EURO	BASH	2008



THE DAY I... 
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In this recollection American 
journalist Fred Bronson 

reveals his affection for the 
Eurovision Song Contest
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People often ask me when I first 
became aware of the Eurovision 
Song Contest.  Living in California, 

it’s not something I grew up with, but I 
started reading Billboard at the age of 15 
and remember seeing short paragraphs 
every year reporting on the winner of the 
annual competition.  Just before my aunt 
went on a European vacation in 1965, I 
asked her to look for a copy of the song 
“Poupee de Cire, Poupee de Son” by 
France Gall, and when she returned to 
Los Angeles she gave me a 45 rpm single 
in a picture sleeve. 

I didn’t actually see the Eurovision 
Song Contest until 1983, the year I lived 
in London.  Then I didn’t see it again until 
1993, when I realised I could ask friends 
in the United Kingdom to tape it for me.  

I did the same thing the following year, 
and while watching the 1994 contest a 
light bulb went off over my head - I’m a 
journalist, why don’t I just go next year 
and cover it for Billboard?

I didn’t realise at the time that I 
would be living in London again for the 
first half of 1995.  Billboard sent me to 
England for six months to work on the 
launch of a new magazine, so it was just 
a hop, skip and a jump to Dublin for my 
first in-person Eurovision.  Thus began 
an annual pilgrimage that continues to 
this day.

In 1996 I flew to Oslo via Frankfurt, 
and on the way home I arrived at the 
departure gate with plenty of time to 
spare for the return.  There were only 
two other passengers waiting at the gate 

– Miriam Christine and the Minister 
of Culture from Malta.  I hadn’t met 
Miriam during the week, so this was my 
first chance to say hello, and it was also 
my first contact with a delegation from 
Malta.  At the time I had no idea that I 
would soon be visiting the island 60 
miles south of Sicily.

I arrived in Dublin on the first Monday 
of Eurovision week in 1997 and discovered 
I was staying in the same hotel as the 
Maltese delegation.  After the opening 
night party, I found myself in the hotel 
bar and was quickly invited to sit with 
the folks from Malta.  That’s where I met 
Debbie Scerri and her husband Matthew, 
along with the secretary of the Malta 
Song Festival Committee, Robert Cefai.  
Before the evening was over, I received 

a surprising invitation.  “We would like 
you to come to Malta in January and be a 
judge for our national final.”

My first reaction was yes; of course, 
I would love to!  But the tentative date 
presented a problem.  It conflicted 
with my work, since I write the 
annual American TV special, “The 
American Music Awards,” and the live  
broadcast was the same weekend as the 
Maltese final.

Robert promised an invitation would 
arrive in a few months, and while I 
mentioned the work conflict, I didn’t 
want to say that I couldn’t attend.  True 
to his word, my invitation from Robert 
arrived in the late autumn.  Fortunately 
for me, the date of the final had been 
moved forward into February, so I was 

ALMOST  
WON 

EUROVISION

Those talented Maltese: Miriam Christine, Debbie Scerri, Fabrizio and Chiara
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able to say yes without any worry about 
a conflict with work.

February 1998 arrived quickly and I 
travelled to Malta.  The hospitality of the 
song committee was above and beyond, 
and I felt like an honoured guest.  There 
were seven judges for the final – five 
international judges and two from Malta.  
We attended the rehearsal on Friday 
night for a first opportunity to hear the 
songs, and then the final took place the 
following evening.  After the Friday 
rehearsal, I thought the winner was clear 
– my first choice was “More 
Than Just a Game” by Fabrizio 
Faniello.  But on Saturday 
night, it was a different story.  
Chiara’s performance of “The 
One That I Love” won me over.  
And when the seven of us met 
to vote for the winner, it was 
obvious from our discussion 
that I wasn’t the only one who 
thought Chiara deserved to go 
to Birmingham.

Fast forward to May, and 
I have a seat in the National 
Indoor Arena with the Maltese 
delegation.  The configuration for their 
ten tickets is three seats in three rows 
and one seat by itself in the fourth row.  
I have that solitary seat, in a row with 
the Finnish delegation.  We are seated 
in performance order, which means the 
Israeli delegation is directly across the 
aisle from us.

We all cheer loudly for Chiara when she 
performs “The One That I Love.”  We’ve 
been handed Maltese flags to hold up.  
Unfortunately, they are made of paper 
and as I am waving my flag with great 
enthusiasm, it tears in half.  “Did I just 
tear up the Maltese flag on television?” 
I wonder, but there is nothing I can do 
about it.

As the voting progresses, Malta is 
doing very well and, as you know, by 

the time we get to the last vote it appears 
we are tied with Israel for first place (we 
are unaware of a voting glitch) with 166 
points each.  In the most surreal moments 
of my life, my head starts to spin with 
the idea that Malta could actually win 
this Eurovision Song Contest.

As the votes from first time entrant 
FYROM are reported, you can feel the 
tension in the air.  Everyone knows 
that whichever country is named first, 
the other country is going to win.  One 
point…two points…three points…four 

points…five points…no 
mention of Israel or Malta 
yet…six points…seven 
points…still, neither country 
has been named…eight 
points…Israel!  Suddenly, 
the entire Israeli delegation, 
which had been on its feet 
waving giant flags, sinks 
into their seats, defeated.  
All around me, people are 
shouting at me, “you’ve won! 
you’ve won!”  And I think to 
myself, “Oh my God, Malta 

has won.  I helped pick the 
song, and they’ve won!”  Ten points…
United Kingdom.  The shouting becomes 
louder.  The Finns are screaming at me, 
“You’ve won! You’ve won!”  Twelve 
points…Croatia. 

What???  That’s not possible!  But it is, 
and the Israelis are on their feet again, 
jumping up and down.  Now we are the 
ones sinking into our seats, defeated at 
the last possible moment.

The sweet taste of victory was still in 
my mouth as the disappointing reality 
set in.  Still, it was one of the most 
exhilarating experiences I have ever had 
in my life, and every year when someone 
wins Eurovision, I have a pretty good 
idea of what their emotions and physical 
sensations must be like as they experience 
the unforgettable triumph of a lifetime.

Fred: Helping Malta

v
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1 Which of the Yugoslavia republics sent 
the most entries to Eurovision? 

2 And which one never sent an entry? 

3 Who sang Macedonia’s non-qualifying 
entry in 1996? 

4 What were the names of the hosts of 
Eurovision in 1990? 

5 Which performer has represented 
both Yugoslavia and their independent 
country? 

6 Tereza, who represented Yugoslavia 
in 1972, also took part for which other 
country? 

7 Which Slovenian singer took part in the 
1990 Yugoslav final as the lead singer of 
Pop Design?

8 How many languages feature in 1969’s 
“Pozdrav Svijetu”?

9 Other than his own, which Bosnian 
entry did Dino Merlin write? 

10 Whose real name is Dragana Šaric?

11 Which Yugoslav entry scored nil 
points?

12 Which Eurovision contestant featured 
on the first Serbian Celebrity Big 
Brother?

EUROQUIZ
By Sam Broderick and Martin Faulkner

In honour of Belgrade hosting the 2008 Contest, this issue’s quiz takes a look at the 
former Yugoslavia and the modern day ex-Yugoslav nations at Eurovision.
Answers on inside back cover



OGAE SONG CONTEST 2007
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Held in the ancient city of 
Athens towards the end of last 
year, OGAE Greece staged an 

impressive club contest that saw 29 
countries compete for the honour of 
hosting the 2008 event.  The line up was 
equally impressive, with several former 
Eurovision winners and contestants 
representing their nation once again; this 
time with songs that had been selected 
by branch members across the European 
continent and beyond.  

As always, a high standard of entries 
culminated in a closely fought battle.  
Although the United Kingdom was often 
in the lead with Take That’s “Patience”, 
it was 29 year old Spanish sensation, 
Rebeca, who finally gained a victory 
with “Que No Daria Yo”; a potential 
Eurovision song that was rejected by 
TVE executives who favoured “Un 
Blody Mary” for the 2006 song contest.  
Without doubt, Spanish fortunes may 
have improved had Rebeca represented 
her country two years ago instead of Las 
Ketchup!  Congratulations are therefore 
offered to both Rebeca and OGAE Spain, 
who now have the unenviable task of 
following the fantastic organisation that 
was the OGAE Song Contest 2007.   

The NOTeS OF 
OUR 

HEARTS
OGAE SONG CONTEST 2007
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Spain	 “Que	No	Daria	Yo”	 Rebeca		 179
United Kingdom	 “Patience”	 Take	That	 159
Greece	 “Mazi	Sou”	 Elena	Paparizou		 135
Portugal	 “Fado	Latino”	 Rosa	Negra		 104
Italy	 “Instabile”	 Nek	 103
Russia	 “Tsvetok	I	Nozh”	 VIA	Gra	 102
Belgium	 “Aime”	 Lara	Fabian	 95
Sweden	 “Värsta	Schlagern”	 Markoolio	&	Linda	Bengtzind	 90
Turkey	 “Romeo”	 Hande	Yener	 84
Cyprus	 “Pes	To	Dinata”	 Despina	Olimpiou	 70
Ireland	 “So	Far	Away”	 Ronan	Keating	 70
FYR Macedonia	 “Esen	Vo	Mene”	 Elena	Risteska	 64
Lebanon	 “La	Mouch	Aayza”	 Dona	Maria	 63
Israel	 “Hakol	Ze	Lotova”	 Dana	International	 55
France	 “Butterfly”	 Superbus	 54
Estonia	 “Suure	Linna	Ingild”	 Mari-Leen	 52
Poland	 “Niemy	Krzyk”	 Reni	Jusis	 46
Netherlands	 “Als	De	Morgen	Is	Gekomen”	 Jan	Smit	 38
Norway	 “Fioden”	 Bjørn	Eidsvåg	&	Elvira	Nikolaisen	 22
Serbia	 “Zagrli	Me”	 Aleksandra	Radovic	 22
Austria	 “Alles	Was	Du	Willst”	 Nadine	 15
Ukraine	 “Prosto	Kohay”	 Olexandr	Ponomaryov	 14
Croatia	 “1	Razlog”	 Lana	 13
Malta	 “Feel	The	Rain”	 Chasing	Pandora	 10
Rest of World	 “One	Crowded	House”	 Augie	March	 10
(Australia)
Germany	 “Zeit,	Dass	Sich	Was	Dreht”	 Herbert	Grönemeyer	feat.	Amadou	&	Mariam	 2
Andorra	 “Sense”	 Lexu’s	 1
Denmark	 “Op	Og	Ned”	 Thomas	Helmig		 0
Slovenia	 “Soba	102”	 Jan	Plestenjak	feat.	Lara	 0
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If you would like to help select the United Kingdom’s entry at the 2008 OGAE Song 
Contest, all you have to do is nominate your favourite song from 2007 or 2008 by 
sending the title and name of singer to Martyn Clarke, 237 Argyle Road, Ealing, London  
W13 0AY.  Alternatively, nominations may be e-mailed to martyn237@yahoo.co.

The rules for the UK selection process 
are simple.  All songs must be written, 
composed and performed by British 
nationals and should not have been 
commercially released in any format 
prior to 1st January 2007.  Only original 
songs are permitted, thereby excluding 
cover versions and re-mixes.  Chart 
topping hits may be nominated, as well 
as tracks from alternative fringe artists.  
The choice is yours to make, so what are 
you waiting for?

  Country  Song                             Performer                Points

Even more of Rebeca
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Thoughts are inevitably turning to 
Belgrade and ESC 2008, so it comes as 
no surprise to learn that a lot of this 
year’s participants are well represented 
in cyberspace.  Dima Bilan is desperate 
to crack the international market, and his 
online presence is surprisingly accessible 
for a Russian site (www.bilandima.ru/
enghtml/), while France’s Sébastien Tellier 
is already a big name in the electro scene – 
and if you want to hear more of the same, 
his record company has a fairly extensive 
site featuring his work and plenty of other 
artists (www.recordmakers.com).

Ani Lorak’s official site offers plenty 
of audio and video material from her 
ten-year career to date (www.anilorak.com/
en/), while the German representatives 
No Angels can be found at www.noangels-
music.de/index02.php – this lengthier link 
will take you past the superbly annoying 
front page, which insists on playing their 
ESC entry at you whether you like it 
or not!  If you’re wondering about our 
very own Andy Abraham, though, his 
webspace (www.andyabraham.co.uk) claims 
that a new site is “coming soon” and 
directs visitors to his MySpace instead.  
Hopefully they’ll have something sorted 
out in time for Belgrade!

And just to prove that the Internet 
is a great leveller, San Marino’s debut 

entrants, Miodio, have a charmingly 
amateur-looking site at www.miodio.org 
– although their MySpace (www.myspace.
com/miodio) appears to be updated more 
frequently.

Elsewhere on the web, I’ve mentioned 
blogs before as a good source of 
information and opinions on our 
beloved contest, and it seems like 
everyone’s climbing on the bandwagon 
now.  Established sites are leading 
the way – www.oneurope.biz and www.
allkindsofeverything.ie will be providing 
their usual extensive rehearsal reports 
during the two weeks in Belgrade, while 
I’m pleased to note that the official 
site, www.eurovision.tv, has employed 
a number of relatively independent 
journalists who seem to be allowed to 

ESCONLINE
Welcome to the pre-contest edition of your guide to everything 
that’s Eurovision on the World Wide Web!
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express their own views.  I’m still not 
convinced they’re allowed to say that 
anything is “bad” as such, though!

It’s often the thoughts of mere mortals 
like you and me that are most interesting, 
though, and that’s where the Internet 

comes into its own.  Take the self-styled 
“Posh & Becks of Eurovision”, Nina 
and Tobias, who offer well-written 
news and views on this year’s contest 
with plenty of media links (http://
eurovisiongossip.blogspot.com), or the no 
less comprehensive Eurovision Express 
(http://eurovisionexpress.blogspot.com). 

Taking a longer-term approach, 
Jon Jacob claims to be “listening to 
every Eurovision song ever performed 
and blogging about it” at http://
thoroughlygoodeurovision.blogspot.com 
– whether he reaches his goal or not, it all 
makes for excellent reading. 

Or if you’re a national finals freak, the 
Norwegian “Euroman” can’t seem to stop 
reviewing them at http://nationalfinals08.
blogspot.com, while there’s a female – but 
no less Norwegian – perspective on 
pre-selections current and past at http://
myeurochoice.blogspot.com.  Conclusive 
proof that there’s room for all tastes on 
the World Wide Web!

Meanwhile, the recently launched ESC 
site EuroVisionary (www.eurovisionary.
com) takes the personalised concept one 
step further, offering forums, opinion 
pieces and social networking alongside 
the standard Euro-news.  And if it’s 
an overdose of statistics you’re after, 
www.eurovision-database.info is the latest 
addition to the marketplace – one of its 
selling points is a directory of Junior 
ESC and Eurovision Dance Contest 
information, which is something I’m 

not convinced I’ve seen anywhere else, 
though obviously the likes of Wikipedia 
also tend to be a decent source for that 
kind of information.

And that’s all for this time!  Do drop me 
a line at m.d.faulkner@hamburg.de if you’ve 
seen a website that you think deserves a 
mention – and happy surfing!
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Hal Shaper combined a successful 
songwriting career with a 
business career as an independent 

publisher of songs in the old Tin Pan 
Alley tradition.  He was born in 1931 in a 
village outside Cape Town, South Africa 
on a game reserve.  His future career 
path was mapped out when he saw the 
film ‘Words and Music’, which was the 
Hollywoodisation of the lives of Rogers 
and Hart, and imagined the life of a 
songwriter to be so romantic.  Although 
the young Shaper got involved in local 
amateur musicals, he initially studied 
and became a qualified lawyer.  But in 
1955 he bought a return boat passage to 
London to earn his fortune and promptly 
sold his return ticket.

Hal initially found work with David 
Toff, a music publisher who would go on 
to work with Steeleye Span, in the heart 
of London’s songwriting community, 
Denmark Street, where people like Lionel 
Bart, Leslie Bricusse and Don Black all 
started.  Hal was a song-plugger, trying to 
get bands, singers and orchestras to play 
and record songs by Toff’s songwriting 
stable.  Shaper discovered Russ Hamilton, 
a Liverpool singer-songwriter, but had 
to subdue his own lyric-writing desires 
as David Toff dissuaded his publishing 
staff from also writing.  One lyric he did 

write, “There Goes My Lover”, won him 
an Ivor Novello Award in 1958.

In 1958, Hal moved to Robbins Music, a 
publishing house that was to link up with 
EMI, where he worked for a number of 
years.  There he was allowed to indulge 
his passion for composing, even though 
many of them had to be published under 
the nom de plume, John Harris.  Indeed, 
Hal’s first attempt at Song for Europe 
was written under 
this pseudonym, 
being Bryan 
Johnson’s song 
“A Place In The 
Country” that 
finished fifth 
in 1961.  If any 
song made Hal’s 
reputation, it was 
to be the lyric he 
wrote for Matt Monro, “Softly As I Leave 
You” in 1962.  The song was originally an 
Italian song that was entered in the 1960 
San Remo Festival.  With Hal’s English 
lyric, Matt Monro had a top ten UK hit 
and, the Holy Grail for light entertainment 
songwriters, Frank Sinatra recorded a 
version which became a US hit record.  
In subsequent years, Elvis Presley would 
also record the song.

The royalties earned from the song 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO...

HAL 
SHAPER
Marcus Keppel-Palmer looks at the career of 

one of the most successful lyricists to  
have entered songs into Song for Europe

Sinatra
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enabled Shaper to set up his own 
publishing company, Sparta, which 
served the function of publishing his own 
songs and also publishing songs that he 
liked.  Among his early songwriters was 
a young David Bowie, then David Jones, 
whose work Shaper published in the mid-
Sixties.  Ten years later, Bowie returned 
to Sparta to publish his songs from the 
albums “Diamond Dogs” to “Heroes”, 
perhaps his most commercially successful 
period.  In the Sixties, Shaper also saw 
the potential of reggae and signed up as 
much as he could, which paid off later 
with hits by Desmond Dekker and others.  
Denny Laine of the Moody Blues and 
later Wings became another songwriter 
signed to Sparta. 

Hal’s songwriting also flourished 
and he had hits for Petula Clark, Barbra 
Streisand, Val Doonican and Jack Jones.  
One of his songs was even recorded 
by Elton John.  In 1965, Hal and Kenny 
Lynch combined to write the winning 
song in the British Song Contest; an ITV 

programme set 
up in competition 
to Eurovision.  
This was more 
successful than his 
attempts at entering 
Eurovision had 
been.  In 1963, Hal’s 
song (co-written 
with Steve Race) 
called “If You Ever 

Leave Me” was sung by Barry Barnett 
and finished as runner-up.  The following 
year, Hal wrote and also composed the 
music for one of Matt Monro’s Song for 
Europe pre-selection songs, “Beautiful, 
Beautiful”, which finished third.  Hal had 
been specially invited by Matt to supply 
a song, but it was not for a few years 
that Hal would try again.  In the 1970 
Song For Europe, Hal wrote the song  
which was runner-up for Mary Hopkin, 

“I’m Going To Fall In Love Again”, and 
which became the B-side to “Knock, 
Knock Who’s There”, becoming another 
good royalty earner.

Hal Shaper also wrote extensively for 
films, such as themes for ‘Papillon’, ‘First 
Blood’, ‘The Boys From Brazil’ and ‘The 
Ballad of Frenchie King’, and also wrote 
stage musicals, albeit without any huge 
success.  He collaborated with Monty 
Stevens on ‘Jane Eyre’ in 1971, and then 
with Cyril Ornadel, writer of the UK 
entry in 1966, on ‘Treasure Island’ and 
then ‘Great Expectations’, probably 
Shaper’s greatest musicals success of 
the time.  Later on, Hal wrote with Geoff 
Morrow the musical ‘Jingle Jangle’ for 
Norman Wisdom.

In 1980, Shaper became embroiled in a 
dispute over copyrights with his partner, 
Jeffrey Kruger, and much of his time was 
taken up by this court battle that ended 
up with him selling the company he had 
founded.  In 1972, Shaper married for 
the first time, but was divorced in 1989.  

Taking this as a key 
for a change, Hal 
moved back to South 
Africa to work there 
in the new music 
industry, befriending 
Nelson Mandela.  
In particular, as a 
musicologist, Shaper 
found and identified 
Enoch Sontonga as 

the writer of the South African national 
anthem “Nkosi Sikelel’i”.  He also 
wrote a version of ‘La Boheme’ called  
‘La Boheme Noir’ that updated the  
opera and set it in Soweto during the 
township uprisings.  Shaper remarried 
in 1990 and had three children.  On  
8th January 2004, Hal Shaper died  
having been a significant figure in  
the UK songwriting world for over  
40 years.

Monro Bowie
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Before Cyndi Almouzni came second 
(and for a split second, first) in last year’s 
MYMU she released a solo album under 
the name of Cherie (LAVA RECORDS 
83636-2) in the United States.  A few 
of the songs were by Brian Rawling 
Productions who were also behind  
“I’ll Leave My Heart”.  The album  
gives a really good idea of her vocal 
ability on both ballads 
and more uptempo 
songs, and the UK could 
do a lot worse than get 
her back as our entrant 
for the ESC.  

Similarly, before X-
Factor, before “Yodel in 
The Canyon Of Love” 
(GBSC97), there was 
Scottish dance music 
group QFX, who released 
a single in 1996 featuring 
Kerry McGregor on 
vocals.  The copy I have is 
for “Freedom 2” with no 
less than eight different 
mixes on Epidemic 

Records (EPICD008).  I believe there is  
also an album from 1994 entitled 
“Freedom” (EPI CD 003 and even a  
1999 release on Epidemic plus a 2002 
release on Old Skool), a 12” from 1997 
(EPI 008P), another 12” from 1998 
(Impact Records – IMP 063), another 12” 
(DATA57T), a ringtone, an EP (EPICD004) 
... and probably a whole lot more.  

Have you ever 
wondered who writes 
the theme tunes to news 
programmes?  Well, in 
the case of the themes to 
“London Today” (1999), 
“London Tonight” (1999), 
“Sky News At Ten” (1999) 
and “Newsroom South 
East” (1997) it was former 
co-presenter of children’s 
show “No. 73” and SFE 
entrant Kim Goody.  In 
1990, Kim came 3rd with 
“Sentimental Again” 
which was originally 
written for Sandie Shaw 
(UK67); or at least Ms 

EURO CURIOS
More Eurovision 
curiosities by 
Thomas Latham

Kerry McGregor

Cyndi
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Shaw sang vocals on the 
demo version.  During a 
long career, Kim Goody 
has also co-written a 
song with Ringo Starr 
(“In My Car”); performed 
backing vocal duties for 
LPs by Manfred Mann’s 
Earthband, Sheena Easton 
and the Kinks; recorded 
as part of three-piece 
Love Force; composed 
the theme tune to “Fifi 
And The Flowertots” 
(2005); appeared in 
“Return Of The Saint”, 
“The Professionals” and 
“Playaway”; and toured 
in the musical “Hair”.  But 
the highlight must surely 
be the “Bing and Bong Dance Mix” taken 
from her theme to the animated series “Tiny 
Planets” (as remixed by husband Alan 
Coates), which you can check out at http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgVUSoRouAI.  
Incidentally, according to my files, one 
Kim Anita Goody made an appearance 
as a teenager on the “It’s Cliff Richard” 
shown broadcast on 28th December 1969.  
I wonder if it’s the same 
person? 

References to the 
Eurovision Song Contest 
occasionally crop up in 
the unlikeliest places.  
One such would be Philip 
Pullman’s children’s book 
“The Firework-Maker’s 
Daughter”.  Pullman, the 
author of the book behind 
the recent film “The Golden 
Compass”, may be a closet 
Eurovision fan.  On page 
111 of the aforementioned 
book, during a firework 
competition comes the 
sentence: “The band struck 

up, and the mermaids 
sang a jolly Eurosong 
called ‘Boom Bang-a-
Bang’”, the octopus 
waved its tentacles in 
time, and more rockets 
went off in rhythm with 
the music.”  The mind 
boggles. 

Japanese record 
companies are doing 
sterling work in issuing 
hard to find LPs on 
CD with bonus tracks 
in cardboard sleeves 
(thereby approximating 
the original packaging).  
The latest artist to receive 
this treatment is Polly 
Brown, whose 1975 LP 

“Special Delivery” (GTLP 003) has recently 
been released on ARCHIVE (AIRAC 1374).  
As a bonus, the CD includes her 1976 solo 
SFE entry “Do You Believe In Love At First 
Sight” (it came 10th).  This release is well 
worth searching out since you also get 
“Up In A Puff Of Smoke” (a top twenty hit 
in the US), “Shot Down In Flames” (taken 
from the LP but used as the B-side for her 

SFE entry), “Love Bug” 
and “Dance Little Lady 
Dance” (both released 
more successfully by Tina 
Charles).  

“Don’t Throw It All 
Away” is probably 
the most covered non-
winning song from the 
various SFEs where a 
single artist performed 
all entries.  In this case, 
the original was by The 
Shadows, who performed 
it to fourth place in their 
1975 SFE.  Recently, a 
couple of the covers 
have turned up on CD.  

Kim Goody and her Tiny Planets



Firstly, there is Canadian 
soul singer Carl Graves’s 
1975 version from his 
eponymously titled LP.  
This has been reissued 
as a limited edition CD 
in a cardboard sleeve in 
Japan on Lightmellow 
(VSCD-3346).  While on 
the subject of the land of 
the rising sun, there is a 
relatively recent reggae 
version of the song by Japanese band 
Moomin on their CD “Triple M” (SMEJ 
Associated Records AICT 1273).

 I recently managed to get hold of a copy 
of the Bear Family CD “Ria Solar singt ‘In 
Der Mitte Von Samoa’” (BCD 16184 AH) 
for a copy of “Schön Ist Die Liebe”, a duet 
with Bert Varell, which is in the German 
version of Pearl Carr and Teddy Johnson’s 
1959 ESC entry “Sing Little Birdie” (2nd).  
Ria Solar was the German pseudonym of 
Dutch singer Marie Dieke who married 
a Swede and released three ESC covers 
in Sweden (all of which can be found on 
“Schlagerjournalen 1”).  However, to my 
surprise it also contains a second early 
SFE cover, which also 
happens to be the first of 
a non-winning song (that 
I know of) to appear in a 
foreign language; “Liebe, 
Küsse Und Sehnsucht” 
is the German version 
of 1960’s “Love, Kisses 
And Heartaches” and 
was originally released 
as a single with “Er Hieß 
Maurice” (Marie Dieke - 
Ariola 45-35 064).  

Performed by Marion 
Keene in the second of that 
year’s semi-finals, “Love, 
Kisses and Heartaches” 
failed to make the final 
and does not appear to v

Ria Solar

have been recorded by her.  
Instead, Maureen Evans 
(SFE63) released the song 
(Oriole CB1540) reaching 
number 44 in the charts 
(the first non-winner to be 
so successful).  Elsewhere, 
the song was recorded 
and released by Carol 
Hughes as the B-side to 
“Creation” (RCA 47-7726) 
and appeared in Belgium 

in 1997 on the triple CD: “The Real 
Popcorn Collection: Volume 2” (Paradiso 
PA 3911/9).  There is some confusion over 
exactly who wrote “Love, Kisses and 
Heartaches”; BBC documentation says it 
was by David Green; the Maureen Evans 
release has Susan Morrell and David 
Greer; the Carol Hughes has D. Greer and 
S. Morrel; while the Ria Solar CD states 
it is by Greet and Morrel (confusingly, 
the Marie Dieke single has Greer and 
Morrel).  Can anyone shed any light on 
this confused state of affairs?

By the way, in case you were wondering, 
it was Anne Nolan who sang lead vocals 
on the Nolans’ 1979 SFE entry “Harry  

My Honolulu Lover” 
while Bernie Nolan sang 
the demo for “Come Back” 
(UK02) but was refused 
permission to perform it 
herself by the producers 
of “Brookside” in which 
she was appearing at  
the time.

If you have any 
information about 
releases that may be of 
interest to others, or even 
just questions, then please 
drop me a line.  Thomas 
Latham, Long Close, Prior 
Park Road, Ashby de la 
Zouch, Leicestershire, 
LE65 1BL. Bernie Nolan
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RICHARD’S 
ROUND UP
What’s new from OGAE UK President Richard Crane

Congratulations to Andy 
Abraham for winning 
Eurovision - Your 
Decision.  At the time 
of writing he was in the 
studio recording “Even 
If” as an addition to 
his third album due for 
release in June.  Prior to 
the broadcast Michelle 
Gayle’s entry had 
appeared on the HMV 
website as a pre-order,  
but it was quickly 
withdrawn following the 
result.  It’s a shame that  
“Woo (You Make Me)” 
may be denied a commercial release as 
it’s a catchy track and Michelle Gayle is 
an underrated singer.  While it is easy to 
track down Michelle’s earlier recordings, 
you may not know that she appeared 
in the film “Joy Division” which was 
issued on DVD last year 
(Momentum MP610D).  
The Revelations track 
was serviced to radio 
as a MP3 file and the 
girls were promoted by 
Universal in July last 
year with a one track 
CDR of “Baby I Want 
You To Know”.  A group 
called LoveShy are in the 

dance charts with “AM 
to PM”, but I’ve been 
unable to establish if the 
group is the same as the 
duo in the pre-selection.  
Incidentally, Aimee and 
Emma were members 
of Clea who had three 
Top 40 hits. 

Other Eurovision 
artist tracks in the recent 
dance charts include 
Kate Ryan’s version 
of “Voyage Voyage” 
and Scooter with “The 
Question Is What Is The 
Question”.  Both tracks 

have been promoted by All Around The 
World.  The Kate Ryan track is a cover 
version of the 1978 hit by Desireless and 
the Scooter song is taken from their new 
European album “Jumping All Over The 
World: The Best Of Scooter” (Central 

Station CSRCD 5497).  
This double CD features 
all 12 UK hits, plus their 
German pre-selection 
entry “Jigga Jigga”, and 
the title track has also 
been issued as a single 
in Europe.  Another 
pre-selection artist with 
a career retrospective 
released is Peter Kate Ryan



Svensson.  While The 
Cardigans took a break 
he entered a song into 
Melodifestival but, after 
it floundered, any career 
as a solo artist was put on 
hold when The Cardigans 
re-grouped.  “The Best 
Of The Cardigans” 
(Polydor) features all 
but one of their 14 UK 
hit singles and there is a 
limited edition 2CD set 
which includes 24 rare 
tracks (1747493).  A remix 
of “Erase/Rewind” has 
been serviced to clubs to 
promote the CD, but it’s 
not included on either 
version!  Robyn had her 
third Top 10 single in a 
row when “Be Mine” 
reached number 10, while 
her self titled album 
climbed to a number 11 
in March.  Expect it to climb further with 
the release of the fourth single, “Who’s 
That Girl”.  Meanwhile “Every Beat Of 
My Heart” has now been on the singles 
chart for six months!  

In the winners enclosure this 
issue we congratulate Michael 
Ball for his best actor award as 
Edna Turnblad in “Hairspray” 
and Kym Ryder (nee Marsh) 
for being voted “Celebrity 
Mum Of The Year” by readers 
of Tesco magazine.  Celine Dion 
failed to chart with “Eyes On 
Me” (Sony/BMG 88697227512), 
despite the single getting a 
rare physical release.  Also 
missing the charts was a 
one track CD single from 
Andy Scott-Lee titled 
“ U n f o r g e t t a b l e ” 
(MEGAFAN 4).  Fans 

interested in hearing 
Justin Hawkins’ material 
recorded with The 
Darkness will welcome 
the release of the budget 
priced “The Platinum 
Collection” (Warner 
5144275452) which 
features all eight of their 
hit singles.  Meanwhile 
the rest of the group has 
reformed, without Justin, 
as the Stone Gods.  

Although  “All The 
Way – A Decade Of 
Song” reached number 
one in 1999 it was re-
issued in 2003 with a 
bonus DVD and, five 
years later, finally entered 
the charts - peaking at 
number 39 and becoming 
Celine Dion’s 18th chart 
album.  Frances Ruffelle 
is due to star in the West 

End production of “Make Me A Song” at 
the New Players Theatre.  Watch out for 
Boyzone on their comeback tour in May.  
Warm-up performances in March were 

well received so expect new material to 
be issued to coincide with the tour. 

On the same night as Eurovision 
the members of A-ha will 

perform three solo 
sets at London’s 
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Royal Albert Hall billed 
as Morten, Paul and 
Magne.  Meanwhile 
Warner are re-issuing 
“Hunting High And 
Low” as a two disc 
set featuring outtakes, 
rarities and remixes in 
May.  Clannad were 
touring in the UK 
during March and the 
shows coincided with 
the “Celtic Themes” 
compilation (Sony/
BMG 88697281152). 

Elsewhere we learn 
that Nadia and Cherise 
(ex Big Brovaz and now 
part of Booty Luv) have 
been named “the faces 
of La Senza’s lingerie 
range”, while Brian 
Harvey has been banned 
from driving for six 
months.  In an interview 
in Metro, Sonia revealed that she still 
keeps in touch with Sinitta - “I think the 
world of her, she’s great”.  Bernie Nolan 
is touring in “Our Benny”.  As well 
as a best selling book, Katie Price aka 
Jordan also had the best selling celebrity 
perfume over the Christmas period.  She 
also revealed in a recent interview that 
she regretted her Making Your Mind 
Up entry, citing it as her “biggest regret” 
and saying that she was “so nervous”.  
Congratulations to Javine and Harvey 
on the birth of their daughter, Angel, in 
February. 

If you thought Sir Cliff was absent  
from this years Christmas chart, then you 

didn’t look hard enough!  “Mistletoe 
And Wine” re-

entered the charts 
at number 68 
on download 
sales and 

marks the first time it 
has appeared in the 
charts since January 1989.  
Although the Brotherhood 
Of Man that won 
Eurovision in 1976 were a 
completely different line-
up to the group that first 
used the name in 1970, 
the original collection 
of session musicians 
have several Eurovision 
connections.  Roger 
Greenaway wrote three 
Song for Europe entries, 
Johnny Goodison wrote 
“Symphony For You” 
in 1980 and the female 
vocals were provided by 
Sue Glover and Sunny 
Leslie, who had been 
the backing singers for 
Lulu in 1969.  Sue Glover 
also performed as part 
of Unity in the 1985 UK 

final.  Cherry Red has just re-issued the 
band’s debut album, “United We Stand” 
(RETRO 826), and it is boosted by the 
inclusion of 13 bonus tracks, six of which 
are by Sunny and Sue. 

The same label has also re-issued 
Lulu’s debut album, “Something To 
Shout About” (CRREV 239), and Nena’s 
“It’s All In The Game” (CRPOP7).  The 
Lulu CD features the same tracks as 
previous re-issues on Deram, but these 
are long deleted, while the Nena album 
doesn’t feature any of her UK hits but 
does include both “99 Red Balloons” 
and “Just A Dream” in their original 
12” versions!  Matt Monro’s early 
recordings are the subject of two new 
budget compilations,  “Sings” (Not Now  
Music NOT2CD 267) and  “That Old 
Feeling” (Music Digital CD6714).  Brian 
Kennedy has just issued an album of 
cover versions entitled “Interpretations” 
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(Curb CURCD 237).  
Disappointingly, but not 
surprisingly, Dervish 
have failed to include 
“You Can’t Stop The 
Spring” on their tenth 
album, “Traveling 
Show” (Whirling Discs 
WHRL011).  

The Bay City Rollers 
seventh album has been 
issued on CD for the 
first time.  “Elevator” 
(7T’s GLAMCD47) was 
originally released in  
1979, and their next 
two albums, “Voxx” 
(GLAMCD 49) and 
“Ricochet” (GLAMCD50), 
have also been issued 
using the abbreviated 
name, The Rollers.  
The same label has 
re-issued three 10cc 
albums - “Meanwhile” 
(GLAMCD52) from 1992, “Look Hear” 
(GLAMCD53) which reached number 35 
in 1980, and the 1977 live album “Live And 
Let Live” (GLAMCD55) which peaked 
at 14.  Uniting Nations’ “Do It Yourself” 
peaked at number 64, while “Sunshine 
In The Rain” by BWO (Shell GET11CD) 
stalled at 69.  Liz McClarnon, Jenny 
Frost and Natasha Hamilton re-united as  
Atomic Kitten to record “Anyone 
Who Had A Heart” for the “Liverpool  
Number 1’s” album.  The track was 
serviced to radio as a potential single 
but, after only reaching number 77 
on download sales, the physical issue  
was cancelled.  The album also  
features “Imagine” performed by The 
Talkabouts featuring Liz McClarnon  
and “She Loves You” by Sonia (Evans) 
(EMI 5195222). 

While surfing Ebay recently I came 
across a copy of Brian Harvey’s album 

“Solo”.  It appears to  
be the legitimate issue 
that was withdrawn,  
and among its 13 tracks 
are the hits “Loving  
You” and “Straight 
Up”, but not “True Step 
Tonight”.  Hopefully 
one day it will get re-
issued with “I Can” 
as a bonus track!  On 
the same auction site 
I found a promo CD 
by The Revelations 
titled “Revenge Of  
The Teenage Beatniks”; 
anyone know if it’s 
the same group that 
performed at Eurovision 
– Your Decision? 

Finally, Roy Wood 
has a lot to celebrate at 
the moment.  A sell out 
concert in Birmingham 
just before Christmas 

received glowing reviews, and “I Wish  
It Could Be Christmas Everyday” made 
its sixth appearance on the charts, 
peaking at number 16 and making 
it the highest position since 1973.   
The song has charted four times  
by Wizzard, once by Roy Wood’s 
Big Band and, more recently, by The 
Wombles featuring Roy Wood.  He has 
a new album of rock and roll songs 
lined up for release and, in January, 
was awarded with an honorary degree 
that made him a Doctor of Music.  Let’s 
hope it’s not too long before he receives  
an outstanding contribution award  
at the Brits.  

That’s it for now, apart from wishing 
all of you travelling to Belgrade a safe 
journey and that those who stay home 
will also enjoy the contest just as much 
as those who experience the three shows 
first hand! 

Roy Wood

The Wombles

v



For Sale
FLAGS FLAGS FLAGS!  Now available - large (5ft x 3ft) fabric flags of ALL Eurovision nations 
and more.  Ideal for supporting your country at Eurovision. £8 each including postage.  For further 
information and orders, please contact Paul at paulmarksjones@hotmail.com 

ESC DVDs, CDs and records for sale.  CDs and records from 1959 to 2007.  DVDs of ESCs 1986-
2003 inclusive available.  As a bonus, DVDs of 1993-2003 also include A Song for Europe for that 
year and some have other extras. DVDs of ESC Previews from 1994 to 2007 also available, plus CDs 
of all songs for ESC 1956-1999 inclusive.NEW!  Custom made CDs - choose from almost 1,000 
songs, remixes, covers etc.  E-mail escorders@yahoo.co.uk for full details and my latest sales list or 
send a SAE/IRC for printed list to Michael Mullings, 19 Orchard Grove, London, SE20 8DN, United 
Kingdom

Wanted
Wanted!  VHS or DVD copy of 2007 Eurovision Song Contest complete with BBC commentary.  
Also CD dance mixes of “Molitva” and “Vampires Are Alive”.  Please contact Ken Dixon, Wydowne, 
2 Cross Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8NN or e-mail southfork.ken@talk21.com 

MiScellaneouS
Matt Monro’s daughter, Michele, is looking for photographs and other memorabilia of her l 
ate father.  She is particularly looking for fan photos rather than record company promotional 
pictures.  If you have anything that you think might be of interest, please contact her direct at 
michele@mattmonro.com 

Vision
S M A L L S

1 Croatia, 2 Macedonia, 3 Kaliopi, 4 Helga Vlahovic & Oliver Mlakar, 5 Doris 
Dragovic, 6 Monaco (1966), 7 Vili Resnik, 8 Nine (Serbo-Croat, Spanish, 
German, French, English, Dutch, Italian, Russian and Finnish), 9 “Sva Bol 
Svijeta” (1993), 10 Bebi Doll, 11 “Život Je Sklopio Krug” by Sabahudin Kurt 
(1964), 12 Danijel Alibabic from No Name

euro Quiz Answers

Then tune into Radio International every Wednesday evening!

Broadcast live from the Netherlands, Radio International’s three 
hour radio show features everything connected to Eurovision, including interviews, 
stories, anecdotes, music requests, a weekly news update with Marcus Keppel-
Palmer and music requests from our listeners across the world.

Broadcast in English, Radio International is available on FM (Netherlands only) and 
online at www.radiointernational.tk  And if you are unable to listen to the show 
live, all shows are available as a podcast giving you the chance to listen again and 
again and again!

So make a date to join Radio International for three hours of Eurovision fun  
every Wednesday between 1900 - 2200 hours UK time (2000 - 2300 hours CET) via 
www.radiointernational.tk    Happy Listening!

can’t Get enough eurovision?



All received ‘nil’ points

Spain 1962
“Llámame”

Victor Balaguer

Belgium 1962
“Ton Nom”
Fud Leclerc

The ‘LAst’ Page

Netherlands 1962
“Katinka”
De Spelbrekers 

Austria 1962
“Nur In Der Wiener Luft”
Eleonore Schwarz


